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IN EXCITING CHASE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

FOR

EASTER

The spirit of Easter can be beautifully expressed by

the fine Seasonal Packages we carry

WHITMAN’S

PAGE & SHAW’S

LOWNEY’S,

CORNER

JOHNSTON’S

DURG

STORE

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.
ALL THE HOME”NEWS

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad

vance ; single copies three cents.
Adrertlnng rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
| Communications upon topics of general interesi are solicited.
| Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 463-403 Main Street,
I Rockland, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir
culation at second class postal rates.
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Deviation from nature is deviation •••
from happiness.—Dr. Samuel Johnson.
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JUDGE HANSON DEAD

ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIRING CO.
ODD FELLOWS BUILDING

18 SCHOOL STREET.

Shoe Repairing of all kinds—Shoes Dyed and all
kinds Cleaned. Suit Cases and Traveling Bags Dyed
QUALITY

AND

SERVICE

SHOE SHINING PARLOR

OREL E. DAVIES
JEWELER OPTOMETRIST
All the Latest in Classes
KM MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND

70tf

>

ICR

Extoe

Ton Lots $3.50
S. D. BEATON

BATTERIES
You don’t have to take anything for
granted when you buy an Exide.
You get what you pay for — per
formance on the car.

PROMPT SERVICE.

TEL. 672-M
41-tf

Distinguished Maine Jurist
Fails To Survive Operation
—His Busy Life.
Much sorrow was manifested around
the Supreme Court room and elsewhere
Ir. this city Saturday, when it was
learned that Associate Justice Hanson
was dead.
The deceased was one of the best
known Democrats in eastern Maine.
He served as mayor of Calais from
1886 to 1888 and again from 1906 to
1907.
He was grand chancellor of the
grand lodge. Knights of Pythias, in
1802 and 1893, succeeding Judge Fred
Emery Beane of Hallowell in tiiat l>osltlon. He was elected supreme repre
sentative in 1897 and re-elected for
three successive terms.
,
He served as coiiector of customs in
the Eastport district and was a candi
date for congress in the fourth district.
He had been justice of the supreme
court of Maine since July 26. 1911,
whtn he was appointed by Governor
Frederick W. Plaieted. He was re-ap
pointed for the present term by Gov.
Milliken.
PARSONS AND DUNNACK

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

WITHINGTON

Rockland, Maine

ICE
SERVICE GUARANTEED
TELEPHONE 361-W

COMING SOON
GLORIA 8WANSON
In “SOCIETY SCANDAL”

Volume 79 ................. Number 43.
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CANDY

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY.

Willis E. Parsons cf Dover-Foxcrcft.
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and
Game and 'State Librarian Henry Punrack of Augusta were reappointi.l
Friday oy Gov. Baxter.

FEATHER MATTRESSES
Havo your Feather Beds made in
up-to-dato feather folding mattreee
one tide lummer, other aide winter.
Also renovate all kinds fancy pillows.
If interested, telephone 25-5
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston
43 '2

SENSATIONS DID NOT DEVELOP

Sell. Georgia D. Jenkins Ar
State Highway Officer Went
Smith
Cases
Were
Settled
In
Cliambers
—
Cordelia
Mur

rives Here in Distress—Wa
worth Has Jhrilling Ride
ray
’
s
“
Lost
”
WiU
Disallowed
—
The
April
Term
’
s
wenock
Back Home.
Sunday.
The Sunday calm of Main street was
rudely disturbed about 4 o’clock in the
tifternoon when a Hudson coach con
taining a man and a woman and bear
ing the Massachasetts license plate
8,974 tore through at a 35 mile rate.
State Highway Officer Wentworth was
on the job but his signal to the speed
ing car resulted only in a slight dlmunition as the car made the Park street
corner, and a new burst of speed as it
got into the straightaway. Oflloer
Wentworth promptly gave chase and
after a wild cha3e overhauled his vic
tims near Pleasant street crossing.
At the sheriffs office the couple
identified themselves as Dr. and Mrs.
Walter M. Wilder of Newburyport.
Mass., and claimed to have been hur
rying to make the 6 o'clock ferry al
Bath.
He is a dentist and was anx
ious to keep hits appointments for
Monday morning.
The doctor freely
admitted that he had exceeded the
speed limit on Main street and had hit
a 30-mile pace on Park.
Wild ru
mors as to a loaded revolver and liquor
in the <ar drew a large crowd out
when th" machine returned.
A loaded
revolver wu« in evidence and a quart
■bottle of some sort of liquid was found
In the car tqgether with a hole in the
door which might have been made by
a bullet.
'In Municipal Court yesterday morn
ing Dr. Wilder was fined 425 and costs
for reckless driving.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONFERENCE

Next Saturday the Sunday School
Conference will l>e held at the First
Baptist church. All who are planning
to go should register ar.d pay their
fees as soon as possible, but if some
cannot register now, it will be possible
to do so at the door on Saturday. The
day will be an interesting one and the
committees are working hard to make
it so.
The program in full will 'be
printed Thursday.
At 10 o'clock tht delegate will reg
ister and receive their badges.
Of
special irterest in the morning will
be the talks on "The Fourfold Life,"
given b\ four boys and four girls.
At noon lunch will be served. Each
bring his own lunch.
Don’t forget
this or you'll gj hungry.
The last
part of the afternoon will be given
ever to recreation and stunts.
1 •And then—the banquet. Everything
to
’’".t "P >4Ans.
Good jnualc
will be furnished during Ihe banquet
by tlie orchestra from tlie Littiefield
MemoiiJ Church.
The evening will
lie taken up with talks, singing, etc.

BERMANS
4 Heart of the Season Sale 4

Divorce Crop.
An URUSiial array of eminent c .-unset
assemb.id in the courtroom yesterday
morning in connection with the Smith
will case, so-called, which seemed in a
fair way ifor a trial lasting several
days.
The matter was, however,
threshed out in ihambera, and when
Associate Justice Morrill appeared on
the bench it was with the announce
ment that the matter had been settled
so far as this term of court was con
cerned.
There were in reality three
cases pending:
First—The appeal of Benjamin F.
Smith from the decision of Adelbert L.
Miles, judge of probate, whereby the
so-called lost will of the late Cor
delia Murray was allowed.
(Second—The appeal of Benjamin F.
Smith, as residuary legatee, under the
will of George Warren Smith, from the
decision of Judge Miles, appointing Sereno T. Kimball as special adminis
trator of the estate of the late Francis
Smith estate.
Third—The appeal of Benjamin F.
Smith, as executor of the will of the
late Francis Smith, from the derision
of Judge Miles, appointing Sereno T.
Kimball as special administrator ,of
the estate of Francis Smith.
Representing the Smith estate were
the following well known attorneys:
Francis A. Brogan of Omaha, who ap
peared lor the late George W. Smith
:n a United States Court case affect,ng Nebraska’s interests; George L.
Moybury of Boston, whose name ap
pears conspicuously in the trial of Im
portant
Massachusetts
cases:
Charles Sumner Cook and Leonard
Pierce of Portland, who are In the
forefront of Maine's legal profession;
ar.d Frank H. Ingraham, one of the
Knox bars ablest and most diligent
attorneys.
The opposing side was
represented by S. T. Kimball, who ap
peared in the Murray will case as
counsel for Walter H. Butler named as
executor in
the will.
and as
assistant attorney general In the rases
of the Francis Smith estate.
He was
assisted by Col. Walter H. Butler.
An agreement was soon reached in
regard to the Murray will, which is
'ffectually disposed of under the entry
of "Appeal sustained, decision of the
judge of probate reversed and will disllowed."

COME AND BE CONVINCED

Men’s and Boys’ Clothing, Furnishings, Shoes and Moccasins drastically reduced—
A few of the many items listed below.

SPECIAL—100 pairs Emerson Shoes, all sizes.

$10.0 Q Q
*
Boys’ Bell Blouses . . . . ................................ 69c
Boys’ Shirts with collars ...
79c
Oil Clothes—coat, pants, hat . .
2.98
Army Rain Coats . . . .
2.98
Some of these shoes retailed for
The entire lot at..............................

Boys’ Suits—2 pants................................
Genuine B. V. D.s reduced to..................

Sealpax Union Suits reduced to.............

Men’s Cotton Hose, black or tan.............
Men’s Silk Lisle Hose, black or tan ..

Men’s Balbriggan Underwear, Shirts or
Drawers ......................... ......................

5.95
98c
98c
• 9c
29c
39c

50 dozen English Broadcloth Shirts, many patterns.
With collar attached and neckband
Men’s Khaki Pants . . ..
Men’s Work Pants..........
Men’s Dress Pants . . ..
Quantities of Neckties . ...

2.69
1.39
1.89
2.98
39c

Boston Garters

19c
12.98

42 Men’s Suits, conservative models,
sizes, many paterns, your choice
Hundreds of Men’s and Young Men's Suits, all
models, some belted, some plain, mostly with
two pants. Drastically reduced to

18.95

HUNDREDS OF ITEMS IN OUR STORE REDUCED — SHOES,
MOCCASINS,
AND FURNISHINGS, FOR MEN AND BOYS, AT BIG SAVINGS.

CLOTHING

Our usual Guarantee goes with every article sold in this sale. AU merchandise new and clean. Your money
back on any purchase if not satisfied.

BERMANS
421 |MA1N STREET. FOOT OF LIMEROCK

NEXT DOOR TO NORTH NATIONAL BANK

In the matter of the appeal of Benja
min F. Smith residuary legatee under
the last Will and testament of Geoige
Warren Smith from the appointment
of Sereno T. Kimball of Rockland, us
idminlstrator of the estate of Francis
Smith.
Now comes Sereno T. Kimball, as
sistant attorney general for the State
of Maine, petitioner in the original ac
tion and moves that the said appeal be
dismissed in that the said Benjamin F.
Smith residuary legatee under the last
will and testament of George Warren
Smith is not a perron aggrieved by any
order, sentence, decree or denial of the
ledge of Probate In and for the county
of Knox, as is set out and contemplated
under the provisions of R. 8., 1916,
Chapter 67, Section 31,
Sereno T. Kimball,

Assistant

"Appeal sustained; decree of the judge
of probate reversed; petition dismissed
without prejudice to the light of the
State of Maine, the Attorney General,
or any Assistant Attorney General, to
bring a petition for administration of
.the estate of said Francis Smith under
the provision of Section 12 of Chapter
69 of the Revised Statutes.
It is understood that the dismissal in
the case of Mr. Smith, as residuary
legatee, was on the ground that as
residuary legatee Mr. .Smith hail no
standing ill court. And ithe appeal of
B. F. Smith executor was on tlie ground
that the real issue involved, namely
joint tenancy could not be determined
under the present petition, but might
he brought exclusively under another
statute.
The decisions above rendered do not
solve the question as to whether there
was a joint tenancy of tlie Francis and
George Warren Smith estates, and does
not dispose of the matter of the State's
inheritance tax.
• • • •
In th" Probate Court, following the
above decrees, Walter H. Butler, as
special administrator of the estate of
Cordelia Murray filed an Inventory of
Ihe estate, and also filed his first and
final account as such, which was duly
allowed, and assented to by Clifford
W. Wolfe, who had In the meantime
been appointed administrator on the
estate of Cordelia Murray on the pe
tition of Benjamin F. Smith, which
was the original petition tiled in this
court last June and was not acted
upon by the court at that time be
cause the petition for tlie lost will bad
then been immediately fill'd and a spe
cial administrator at that time was
appointed.
Matters having been adjusted satis
factorily to all parties interested a
special provision having been made
for the payment of legacies under tlie
lost will, the appointment of Mr.
Wolfe as administrator of the estate
on this first petition filed In court,
was all that was necessary to close
the matter.
The following assent was also filed
by Mr. Bishop, apparently for the pur
pose of clearing up the entire situa
tion :
• « • •

The terms o< tho settlement, and
the natme of them, were not revealed.
Mrs. Murray’s estate la aaid to hate
teen valued at $10,900, taking Into
account the fact that during her life
time she had presented William 8.
Bishot), with $31,000 and the resi
dence; and that after her death he re
ceived $20,000 through a trust agree
ment agreement.
It Is understood,
however, that all legacies made in the
alleged copy of Mis. Murray’s lost
will are to be paid in full by B. F.
bnith.
Attorneys yesterday v.duneered the statement that Mr. Bishop
was making no claims whatever on
the estate, but expressed a simple de
sire to see Mrs. Murray’s wishes car
ried out.
At the outset of yesterday morn
ing’s proceedings Mr. Kimball pre
sented the following motions:
Estate of Francis Smith

LARGE SHIPMENTS OF NEW SPRING GOODS MAKES IT NECESSARY FOR US TO
DISPOSE OF MUCH OF OUR SURPLUS STOCKS.
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO
SUPPLY YOUR NEEDS FOR SPRING OR SUMMER AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS.
This Sale coming just before Easter is of real interest to the buying public. ALL NEW and
DESIRABLE GOODS at prices which means dol'ars in the purchasers’ pockets.

For Ten Days Only.

MATE LOST OVERBOARD

Attorney General for

the

State of Maine.

Tire entry for this case was:
"Motion to dismiss sustained and ap
peal dismissed."
Estate of Francia Smith

In the matter of the appeal of Ben
jamin F. Smith, executor of the last
will and testament of George Warjren
Smith, from the appointment of Se
reno T. Kimball of Rockland, as admin
istrator of the estate of Francis Smith.
Now comes Sereno T. Kimball, as
sistant attorney general for the State
of Maine, petitioner In the original ac
tion, and moves that the said appeal be
dismissed in that the said Benjamin F.
Smith, executor of the last will and
testament of George Warren Smith, is
rot a person aggrieved by any order,
sentence, decree or denial of the Judge
of Probate In and for the County of
Knox, as is set out and contemplated
under the provisions of R. S. 1916,
Chap. 67. Sec. 31.
•
Sereno T. Kimball.
Assistant Attorney General for the
State of Maine
• • e
The entry for tho second case was:

BEST ASSORTMENT OF

—AT—

Return nil milk bottles tills week.
Price will bo reduced to five cents,
l eginning Monday, April 14.
Perry’s
I Market.—Adv.

LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
: HAS PAID : I

CARVER’S

5/2% DIVIDENDS
SINCE 1907
Shares May Be Taken at Any Time

BOOK STORE
41-48

KILLED BY AUTO

Mias Josephine Maker Former
ly of Rockland, Victim of
Lowell Tragedy.
A recent Lowell newapaper contain*
ed an account of the death of Mias
Josephine Maker, resulting from an
auto accident which occurred near tlie
horn, of the deceased In that city.
Mias Maker was In busiiteas in Low
ell. Returning home from the day's
duties ’she stepped off the curbstone
with a vlqKe to proofing tlie street, and
was ftruck by art automobile, and
drugged seme distance. Her clothing
was badly torn, and she received in
juries which necesaltatxd her being
taken lo a hospital where she died
about a week later.
Miss Maker was well remembered
here as a former resident and In more
recent years as a member of the Cres
cent Beach colony where she spent sev
eral seasons with her sister, Mrs. Edna
Kileskl.
She Is survived by three sisters, Mrs.
Elizabeth Singhl. Mrs. Caroline Knowl
ton and Mrs. Edna Kileskl.

L William S. Bishop of Rockland.
Maine, who am named as residuary
legatee in ^a certain alleged will of Cor
delia Murray, late of said Rockland,
deceased, proceedings for the probate
whereof are now pending in the Su
preme Court of Probate for tlie County
of Knox, do hereby assent to the dis
missal of said proceedings or the dis
allowance of said will and hereby re
quest that such disposition be made
thereof, and I do release Walter H.
Butler, the Executor named in said
alleged will, from all liability what
ever by reason of his assent thereto.
I do further assent to said Walter
II. Butler being compensated by Ben
jamin F. Smith, sole heir nt law of
Cordelia Murray, for his services and
MAJORITY IN FAVOR
expenses, including counsel fees in
curred in connection with petition for
probate of said will, and all oilier pro Of Return of Pastor Allen, Ac
bate proceedings in said estate.
In witness thereof 1 have hereunto
cording To Parish Vote An
set my hand hand and seal this
nounced Sunday.
seventh day of April. 1924.
(Signed)
William 8. Bishop (L. S.)
Sunday morning at the Pratt Me
(Signed) Etta M. Orchard,
• • • •
morial M. E. church, Rev. E. V. Allen
The Di vorce List
preached to one of the largest congre
Only nine divorces were granted
gations of the year, about 450 people,
this term.
The list rollows:
Minni.1 G. Miles of Rockland from a large part of whom were men. His
Wallace B. Miles of Mt. Desert Ferry subject, "Why Men Do Not Attend
for cruel and abusive treatment. Church,” was of great interest and
caused much comment. The choir pre
Payson tor libellant.
IFred H. Wlird of Rockland from sented especially good music.
At the opening of the service Mr.
Sadie L. Ward of Rockland for cruel
and abusive treatment.
Payson for Allen made public the result of the vote
of the parish regarding his return,
libellant.
'Erna E. Wiggin from Alvin H. Wig- which stood 72.4 per cent in favor.
gin of Camden, for cruel and abusive This overwhelming result coupleel with
treatment.
Emery for libellant.
the fact that a petition for his return,
Ross F. Gray of• Rockport from Rose containing over 200 signatures of peo
E. Gray of Isleshoro for cruel and ple outside the parish makes it one
abusive treatment.
Emery for li of the strongest appeals for the return
bellant.
of a pastor, that the church has ever
.Sterling C. Gross of Rockland from known.
Hattie V Gross of Portland for cruel
The matter iR now in the- hands of
and abusive treatinvent.
Custody of the district superintendent and bishop
Grace P. Gross, minor child, granted for their consideration.
to libel’ant.
Johnson for libellant.
In tlie evening another large congre
IHelen S. Moon from Herbert L.
gation was present. The special musi
Moon both of Rockland for cruel and
cal numbers were n solo "Out of the
abusive treatment.
Custody of Hat
tie E. and Elisabeth M. minor children Deep," sung by Mrs. Atwood and
granted to libellant.
.Smalley for li "Lord of All Being." s-ung by a male
quartet.
bellant.
Annie M. Phillips from Clarence A.
Capt. E. T. Merritt arrived yesterday
Phillips of Camden for extreme cruel
ty.
Alimony of $1400 awarded to li on -his way to Swan’s Island where he
bellant. Emery for libellant.
will join the schooner William Bisbee.
Merl Allen from Vera I*. Allen of Capt. A. B. Norton retiring. The ves
Camden, for cruel and abusive treat sel will proceed to Great Salmon River
ment,
Custody of Clifford It., minor to load laths for New York.
child given to Mrs. Annie Diltin of
Sargentvilie; custody of William E.,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
minor child, given to Mrs. Edna
Moody of West Appleton..
Libellant
If
to live my life Again I would have
ordered tr. pay alimony In the sum of made I ahad
rule to read some poetry and listen to
$7.30 a week.
Emery for libellant.
some music at least once a week. The loss of
Edward Shaw from Ella M. Shaw of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Union, for desertion.
Miller for li Darwin.
bellant.
A LEAVE-TAKING

ROCKLAND”

EASTER CARDS

1N0 little curiosity was expressed on
the Rockland waterfront Sunday af
ternoon when there anchored In the
harbor an unknown three-masted
schooner, which showed unmistakable
signs of having been through a heavy
storm.
The craft proved to he the Georgia
D. Jenkins of New York which had
tun into the gale and snowstorm on
the night of April 2, while in I^at. 34
deg. .09 n.in. N. and 69 YV.
The mate,
George F. Howard of New York was
carried overboard by a heavy sea,
and his shipmates never saw him
again.
The s\ hooner lost her jibboon, fpretopniast nnd boat, and her forward and
after houses were stove in.
She will
probably repair at this port.
The vessel is ownml by E. A. Spragg
of Camden, N. J., who is understood
to he ehoard, and is commanded 'by
(’apt. J. E. McLean of New York. The
damage to the eraft was estimated
as between $3000 and $4000.
• • • •
Schooner Wawenock, which was re
ported in Saturday’s issue as having
arrived :.t Stonington, is now at I. L.
Snow Co.’s dock awaiting repairs.
The schooner left St. Martin, N. B.,
April 1st, and on the night of the
second poked her nose into a howling
blizzard which carried away her flying
Jib. brake the martingale and parted
her headgear.
A few thousand laths
were also abstracted from, the deckloss.
From the standpoint of money
loss the Wawenock did not suffer very
heavily, But Capt. Pettigrove and his
men conceded that it was- “a nasty
night.”

COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
142-T-tf

She will not smile;
She will not stir;
1 marvel while
1 look on her.
The lips are chilly
Ami. will not speak;
The ghotit of a illy
In either cheek.
Her hair—ah me !
Her hair—her hair!
•How helplessly
My hands go there!
But my carcases
Meet not hers,
O golden tresses
That thread my tears!

•

’'V

I kiss the eyes
On either lid,
Where her love lies
Forever hid.
1 cease my weeping
And smile and say;
1 will be sleeping

Thus, some day!

—Janies WMtcowb Riley.

J
1

I
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ing board, which will act at the regu
S. HENRY GARDNER, JR.
company the remains to Brockton to ducted the service. The bearers were
fellow members of the American Le
lar meeting in May.
day.
• » « «
gion, E. R. Veazie, R. C. Duff, E. J.
Deatli came to S. Henry Gardner, Jr..
It was voted to buy the much needed
THREE TIMES A WEEK
Alden. K. V. White, G. W. Wood and
police patrol, a Dodge ear, costing Saturday afternoon, after many weary
At the funeral services yesterday af
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
months of illness. The deceased, one ternoon ample evidence was given of C. II. Rose. The casket was banked
Some Pertinent Questions Asked and Answered—Alder $1100.
Rockland. April 8, 1924.
The budget will include special ap of Rockland's best known and most the regard in which the deceased was in flowers of surpassing beauty
Personally appeard Frank S. Lyddie, who on
man Chase Asks For a Cleanup of City.
propriations for a new steel and con progressive business men, 'has been a held by his associates. Not only were
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
“Painted" salmon will not be luinned
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
crete floor in the Central Fire Station, resident hire for 18 years, during the the local business Interests fully rep
the issue ot The Courier-Gazette of April 5,
by the pure food exports unless tho
sting,
it
is
estimated.
$1700;
and
for
major
part
ef
which
he
has
been
resented
but
Standard
Oil
men
from
1924, there was printed a total of 6,385 copies.
Four more city offices were filled at the Mayor, “but I am not prepared io the alterations which must be nude in special agent for the Standard Oil Co., Bangor, Portland and many sections harmless dye is used to conceal an In
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public
last night's session of the City Council, make an appointment at this time."
the City Council rooms, occupied joint putting such energy and enthusiasm of the State came to pay their last re feriority which would be considered a
—annb»K== ■
,
"I move that we proceed to'elect Fr< d ly by the Board of Aldermen and Mu into his work that his district was ex spects. There were also delegations
but the flirtation with the assessorship
GLORY ANU HONOUR AN/U
violation of the pure food law. But
did not come to a head in spite of the H. Sanborn, as assessor," said Mr. l'e nicipal Court. The lowest bid for this tended from Rockland to Eastport and from the several local fraternities and
POWER:—Thou are worthy, O Lord,
urgent requests of certain aldermen Roehemont.”
latter work was $115, submitted by the assumed gnat Importance.
the American Legion. Frank A. Rich will it read “Painted Salmon" on the
to receive glory and honour and
"I’m sorry,” said his Honor, “but the W. H. Glover Co.
He entered into the social life of the ardson, Christian Science reader, con menus?
power; for thou hast created all that some action be taken.
In connection with the appointment charter provides that the mayor mus;
Application for State aid to the community with great interest, hav
things, and for thy pleasure they are
of subordinate officials His Honor was nominate and the board confirm. I am
aiount ef $1732 was made. The work ing been a 32J degree Masun.a Shrlner,
and were created.—Revelation 4:11.
ill Im done on State highway “D. a member of Rockland Lodge. B. P.
subjected to a series of interrogations not prepired to nominate Mr. Sanborn
EVERYBODY
“BIMBO
by Alderman He Roehemont. whose of at this time."
beginning about 115 miles from the O E. and of the American Legion. He
"I think it is imperative that we Thomaston town line and extending in belonged to the Country Club nnd was
ficial address may be War<F5, but who
westerly’ direction. Tlie work will in- ai> ardent goltir. Iliallrsit came tu this
apparently hails from 'the Inquisitive elect an assessor at once," said AiderHigh School Play Tunes In As a Great
lude drainage, grading and surfacing, city while a University of Maine stu Another
man Richardson.
State.
“I will see that a name or names will and will be a continuation of the 1923 dent. being' in charge of the Coast
I have heard a great deal of criti
Success—Is Repeated Tonight. «
AN ACTIVE CHAMBER
cism about our appointments," said be presented at the next meeting of the section.
Ueodcdic Survey made from this port.
Rev.
H.
E.
White
and
other
peti

City
Council,
or
possibly
at
a
special
Mi. De Roehemont. "Some of the peo
Through acquaintance with the late D
tioners asked for a fire alarm laix at J. Stryker he was induced to Join the
We think the people of Rockland are ple seem to think that the Owl Club is^ meeting,” replied the Mayor.
A good sized Rockland delegation made a trip to the Island of "Bimbo"
the
corner
of
Maverick
and
Spruce
And that's how the matter stands.
now satisfied that it was a wise de the whole Democratic party and they
Standard Oil Co. and at the age of 25 last night, the excursion not being cancelled on account of the storm. It was a
• • • •
streets. Alderman Chase's order was was in charge of the Rockland plant.
are
sore
because
so
many
Democrats
cision to attempt once more the in
Storm clouds were still hovering on referred to the fire and police com
,ave been appointed. I have heard es
An insight into the character of the tempestuous passage, but the tempest took the form of laughter and- applause,
stallation here of the machinery of a pecial criticism over the appointment the horizon, however, and one of them mittees.
man
can be gained from an episode for the visitors were thoroughly delighted with the island and its erstwhile
The compensation of the tax collec
Chamber of Commerce. That there of City Solicitor Payson. Was there broke when Alderman Chase of Ward
connected
with the State bonus allot inhabitants. The excursion will be repeated tonight—again under the auspices
had previously been recorded in the no Republican who would take the of 1 moved that the city have a house tor was fixed at seven-tenths of 1 per ment. At the first call, Mr. Gardner ot the Senior class of Rockland High School—and it Is safe to say that there
cent
on
property
taxes,
real
and
per

cleaning with special reference to
connection a number of disappoint fice?”
sonal; and 10 per cent on poll taxes. entered the Naval Reserve, following will probably be another large crowd in Park Theatre where this "Bimbo" is
1 went to a number of leading law- the punch boards and houses of ill
in the footsteps of his martial ances temporarily located. The praise offered by last night's audience is certain to be
ing failures, did not serve to daunt
fame. He said he had counted eight The city physician is to be paid for the tors. one of whom served on Washing
ers—Republicans first, naturally *
the means of disposing of the few unsold tickets.
calls
he
makes.
those who had faith in what a proper said Mayor Snow, "but I couldn't get punch-boards
between
Maverick
"Bimbo" is an island where the natives, at war, are anticipating the arrival
The purchasing committee was au ton's staff. After a short period of
ly constituted and directed organiza anybody who would serve. Finally 1 Square and Limerock street.
thorized to buy six new mattresses f'r service during which l>e attained the of a new governor from the United States. A moving picture producer who
"Why didn't you seize them?" asked
tion might be capable of achieving. went to Edward C. Payson, of whom 1
the police station and two horses to rank of ensign. Mr. Gardner entered a arrives with a camera is mistaken for the new governor with a machine gun.
Many things are already written up to had never heard anybody speak except Alderman Ulmer.
replace two which have been long in hospital and a serious operation left His adventures with the natives and with numerous feminine admirers who
"1
have
already
discussed
this
matter
in highest terms, as to his probity and
use. The city property committee was him incapaeiateil for military duty. have followed him to the island provide the plot with Incidents which establish
the chamber’s credit, three of them
ability. He said he did not want to with the city marshal, and we are
of outstanding importance. We allude embarrass the administration, and pre doing the best we can,” said the authorized to install a sanitary drink When the $100 check of the State the continuity of the production. Of course “Bimbo” has no more plot than
ing fountain in th- police station to bonus reached him he promptly re- the average musical comedy, but taken individually, each number as presented
to the new city charter, to the restora ferred to wait until I had tried again Mayor,
do away with the purchase of so many turned it on the ground that hl* serv- an well stand on its own merit.
“Anything for the city's welfare cups.
tion of the Atlantic Trail, and to the to get somebody else. \Vhen he finally
’ ice was too brief to warrant the ac
Heuiling the cast was Miss Celia Brault as Sylvia Vandeveer, and with her
fresh, charming voice was a naturalness tiiat stamped her acting as well above
The salary resolve had its first ceptance.
triumph of the plan for the Edgecomb accepted he said he considered it an should be discussed in the open,” said
honor to be asked, and the question of Mr. Chase.
reading.
Silas Henry Gardner was born In he average. Eliner Rising as “Jack Damon." interested in railroads at the
cut-off.
"Then if the marshal was planning a
remuneration was not discussed."
Brockton. Mass.. April 7, 1886, a son of expense of war, had another important place in the cast, and proved that
We do not mean to withhold from
'Well.” persisted Alderman De Roche- raid tonight you would want us to
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Gardner. He was lis talents are not all along the line cf athletics. Fred Stewart appeared In
others the just credit for valuable help mont, “I have had to listen to a great discuss it here in the open meeting,"
educated in the Brockton schools and the role ot^ "Algernon Somerset,” an English swell, and took the imrt in droll
Kenneth Nesworthy was the
rendered-In the above connection, e« deal of criticism, and some of -the gapj the Mayor,
University of Maine, entering-the class style even to ihe handling of the monocle.
"That's different," was the reply,
of 1909 but transferring to the law isuedo governor of the island. In reality a moving picture operator. There was
ipeclally in the two last-named in critics almost made me believe that I
• • • •
was a member of the Owl Club. What
school and graduated in 1910. He was both dash and dignity in his acting and he carried off his makeup in fine style.
stances, but we believe it will be con
These appointments were unani
bothered me most was their assertion
a member of the Beta Thita Pi fra The cast shows him in the character of Hiram Budd.
ceded that but for the intelligent and that you had not f9ked the Republican mously confirmed: City physician, Dr
The most Imposing figure on the stage was Havenor Cassens as 'Gen.
ternity. His rise in the service cf the
’adenra." llis fierce moustache was scarcely less tierce than his powerful
well-directed efforts put forth by attorneys.”
Charles D. North; public health officer.
Standard Oil Co. was rapid. He was
olce when he issued stern orders. Isabelle Kirkpatrick as “Aunt Portia," was
I asked several of them directly, Dr. H. W. Frohock; keeper of the city
Rockland's Chamber of Commerce
twice married, the w*id,ow being Damie
a droll old maid, interested in butterflies but ready to catch anything that
R.. daughter of Mrs. Leola Rbse of this ame in her net. Her lines were always followed by applause. Adelntde Shep
rallying to its support the live business and others indirectly," said the Mayor. store, L. H. C. Wiggin. Mayor Snow
Charles T. Smalley and Frank H. read D. L. McCarty's resignation as
city. His health began to fail some herd as “Lillikoaa" were a bewildering South Sea costume, and practiced a coy
men of this whole east-of-the-KenneIngraham told me that they had not ' public health officer. "If I can be of
time ago and with Mrs. Gardner he nanner where the male sex was concerned. Misses Helen Griffin and Dorothy
bec region, the Atlantic Trail would been asked,” said Alderman De Roche- any’ assistance to you at any time I
spent the winter of 1922-23 in Day Breen also figured prominently among the principals in the cast.
have been taken away from us and the mont. “although Mr. Smalley did say shall be only too pleased to do so
tona Beach. Fla., with his parents, the
The dances were all attractive, the Toddle dance being exceptionally well
ancient state of things at Edgxcomb that he would not have taken the po read the letter. "I trust your adminis
first long sojourn with them in severe done.
• t
tration will be a credit to yourself and
years. He returned to this city ap
would have continued to lay upon us sition anyhow.”
The musical comedy is being put on by the John B. Rogers Producing Co.,
“You will recall." said Mayor Snow, the city
parently
benefitted
in
health
but
the
which has had a long line of successes in Rockland school plays. Miss Sally
the weight of its gTievous handicap.
L. D. Jones, who had already been
that I published a notice in the paper
decline soon started confining him to McKenna Is the directress on this occasion, and seems to have been able to
If in a period of less than two years asking candidate? to submit their, elected city engineer, an office which
the house in the final illness which re levelop the maximum results from the material on hand. Marsh’s Orchestra
the active committees who support the names. Nobody applied for the office carries no regular salary, was appo-in
suited in his death Saturday. Funera furnishes the music.
of
city
solicitor.
”
,
ed
building
inspector
at
a
salary
of
efforts of an earnest secretary can
In an affair of this kind other things contribute to success besides "play
services were held yesterday afternoon
Did
you
ask
Rodney
I.
Thompson?"
I
$600,
his
work
to
include
the
inspec
point to such results—and there are
and the remains taken to Massachu acting." It calls for lots of work on the part of a business manager, which posiasked Alderman DeRochemont.
tion of the new High School building.
ion was well filled on this occasion by Fred M. Knight. On the general eomsetts for cremation.
many other things that might be
I did."
W. F. Manson resigned as chief in
Besides the widow he is survived by nittee were: Miss Elizabeth llagar, talent manager; Howard Ludwig, prop
enumerated—is there not every justi
What did he say?"
gineer of the steamer, after a long
h;s parents. S. H. and Lillian (Estes) erty manager; John Rdbtahaw, stage manager; Wendell Thornton, chairman
fication for continued and increased
That he would not be able to ac- period of faithful service. The office
Lillian M ticket committee; Nelson Crockett and Wendell Thornton, chairmen publicity
WE’RE
HEAD
HUNTERS Gardner, a twin sister,
was abolished and the work will be
support of the organization, and the cept."
E'sii E. and a brother, James C. The committee; Herbert Baum, chairman program committee; Ulmer Emery and
Later the matter of the assessership altended to by the permanentcrew of We’re after the best heads in this family was at the Daytona Beach res Clark Staples, assistants, program committee.
indulging of a confidence that still
was brought up. Alderman De Roche- ihe Central Fire Station, to which
The chaperones are Miss Ida Carey. Miss Rose Adams, and Messrs. Phillips
camp—to decorate 'em with ths best idence when the telegram calling for
larger things remain to be set down to mont declaring that there was also fifth man has been added.
tad Hanna. The patronesses are Miss Anna Coughlin, Mrs. Carlton F. Snow.
their
presence
in
this
city
was
received
hats.
its credit.
much criticism because this office had | Aldermen
Richcrds-on
and
Dc
and made the 1700 mile trip in 49 Mrs. John Flanagan, Mrs. It. J. Wasgatt. Mrs. George W. Smith. The ushers
not been filled.
Rcchemont and City Marshal Davis The complete showing is here in the hours, travelling incessantly from Sat are Frank Wlnehenbach, Frank StewartfClnrk Staples. Nelson Crockett. Andrew
Jackson, Herbert Prescott. Robert McCarty and Charles Tweedlc.
"I have had three applications,” said were appointed members of the licens
new Spring blocks.
MORE KIND WORDS
urday afternoon un-tll their arrival In
Follows the complete personnel of the- performance.
this city on the afternoon train last
Derbies, Soft Hats, Caps.
Monday. Evi ry courtesy was extended
A VOICE FROM THE HOOP-POLES
MUSICAL NUMBERS
date
for
the
Republican
nomination
Wearplus Ties for Easter, $1.00, $1.50.
THE POLITICAL WORD
them by railroad officials and others
for representative from the Second
ACT I.
To My Dear Old Friends: —
Maine District, many* were pleased at Yes, a light weight felt in the color you when the nature of their errand was
1. Opening Chorus .................................... -....................................... TOURISTS
made known, anl berths secured In
I want to congratulate the Groom Republicans Warned of Third his changi of mind.
Mr. White has fancy is here at $5.00.
2. "Bimbo Land" .................................. PRINCESS AND HULA GIRLS
and wish the Bride much Joy. I read
spite of the tremendous rush of North
circle of friends who regretteij
Party Danger—Ohio Demo ahislarge
3.
"Bungalow For Two" ............................... ............. JACK AND SYLVIA
with a great degree of interest ithe ac
earlkr decision and hailed witi
bound traffic. The temperature at
crats For Cox.
count of your house-warming and
pleasure the announcement of his
Daytona Beach Saturday was 90 de
4. "My Lady's Dress" ............................................ AGNES AND MODELS
candidacy.
wished I might have been with you,
green in the shade and they arrived
6. "Here Comes The Governor” ......................................«... PRINCIPALS
• • • •
A Warning Sounded
but mud, snow and every other darned
here in the full fury of a March snow
6. "The Governor of Bimbo" ............................ ................ . HIRAM BUDD
Republican party leaders, in the
Hon. Harold M. Sewall of Bath was
thing possibly’ could be put in a poor
storm but none appear to have suf
7. "Jeanette” ...................................................................... FLAME DANCERS
mortal's way was between me and your midst of- planning for the Cleveland nominated by the Maine delegation to
feted any ill effects of the sudden
8. “Little Boy Blue" .................. SYLVIA AND BOY' BLUE CHORUS
«
festive occasion—so here are a few convention and the nomination of the National Republican convention a
I transition. During their stay here
words of best wishes from an old of President Cooridge, listened to a warn Cleveland as national committeeman
ithey have been the recipients of un
9. "Jingle Jungle Melody''
fender. No quarters, to my mind, are ing jolt ef third party prospects in the from Maine for a term of four years.
j failing kindness and consideration, es
IIIRAM AND SOUTH SEA ISLAND BELLES
too good for the dear Old Courier-Ga Northwest Friday from Gov. Preus of Gov. Percival P. Baxter was elected
! I>ecially from nurses Una Wood and
10. FINALE .............................. -...................................................... ENSEMBLE
416-418 MAIN STREET
Minnesota.
Even
Iowa
was
in
dan

chairman
of
the
delegation
and
Arthur
| Ethel Campbell. The family will ac
zette and its hustling force of efficient
G. Staples, editor of The Lewiston
ACT II.
workers. It has been a constant visit ger. Mr. Preus said.
Although
the
Minnesota
Governor
Journal
was
elected
secretary.
Byron
or in my home for nearly 40 years and
Romance
Island
....................
_
............................................... GEORGIANNA
I could get along without milk in my discussed the political situation only Boyd of Augusta, an alternate from
Dwarf Dance .................................................................. DWARF CHORUS
casually
with
the
President,
in
talking
ihe
third
district
who
was
Mr.
Sewall
tea, or salt in my beans better than
"Same Sort of Ixive”
could without this old friend. Al over th- outlook later with Adminis guest in Bath on Thursday night, was
tration leaders he said that the Re- made transportation manager for the
AGNES. HIRAM AND OLD FASHIONED CHORUS
though many miles separate us from
publicafis should wake up to the fact delegation.
“Where Were You Hiding?” ....... JACK, SYLVIA AND CHORUS
your new and beautiful home, yet If
that the third party movement in the
"Toddle Town" ........................................ SOLOIST AND TODDLERS
that invitation holds good and the mud Northwest was far stronger and more
COUNTY POLITICS
WHERE ALL THE BIGGER PICTURES ARE SHOWN, AND
ever does dry and I can get that old serious than the people in the East
“Burlesque Drill" .................................................................. BIMBO ARMY'
GOOD
MUSIC
IS
GIVEN
Ford started I mean to run In and try thought.
"Jazzing the Nursery Rhymea" .............. JACK AND PRINCIPALS
Knox County Democrats Or
to find every last one of you in your new
In the probable achievements ot the
FINALE ............ ........................................................................... ENSEMBLE
home and personally congratulate each radical Republicans of his section,
ganize—Their Free For A
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
TODAY
CAST OF CHARACTERS
one of you. Ip advance of that I want Gov. Preus declared, the Administra
Lacks Only One Entry.
to express my best wishes and con tion leaders had much more to fear
Sylvia Vanderveer
.............................................. MISS CELIA BRAULT
Ralph Connor’s great
The Democratic county committee
gratulations with my pen, though
Jack Damon ...........
....................... ELMER RISING
than Democratic activities in that re
Story—
can’t make noise enough that way to gion.
Algernon Somerset
The Democrats, he said, would held its organization meeting in the
........ ............ FRED STEWART
—
AND
—
Lillikoza ...»..............
make you understand just how glad
..... ADELAIDE SHEPHERD
not make much of a showing in No City Council rooms Saturday forenoon
Hirain Budd ............
am. As the birthday cards say, "May vember. but with Senator LaFollette undismayed by the fact that it
... KENNETH NOSWORTHY'
Aunt Portia .............
you have many returns of the day."
ISABELLE KIRKPATRICK
at the head of a third party ticket the longer holds a mortgage on those
These officers were
Agnes McNglly ......
Way up among the hoop-poles,
...... MISS HELEN GRIFFIN
consequences to the Republicans might headquartirs.
—
IN
—
chosen: Chairman. Henry L. Withee
Georgian na Tibbs ..
Willard E. Overlook.
.............. DOROTHY BREENE
prove si rious.
General Cadenza ....
........... HAVENOR CASSENS
Razorvllle, April 5.
"I believe that LaFoilntte as a radi- of Rockpoue; vice chairman. Mrs.
ical candidate would carry Minnesota. Grace Johnston of Appleton; secretary,
EVELYN PERRY Soloist
NEW OFFICE RECALLS THE OLD Wiscontin, North and South Dakota. Edward C. Moran, Jr. of Rockland
SOUTH SEA ISLAND BELLES
Montana, Nebraska, probably Colora triasurer Charles A. Creighton
Beatrice Stoekbridge, Winifred Coughlin, Eleanor Snow. Agnes Flan
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
do, and he might carry Iowa," he said. Thomaston. Quite a few ot the ean
agan, Emma Dorgan, Carolyn Perry.
I have enjoyed reading all abou
Gov. Preus added that he thought didates were present, including three
your new quarters and the autoblog it was time the Republican campaign from Camden.
‘
HULA GIRLS
raphles of those most concerned and
managers were waking up to the third
Frank A. Tirrell. Jr. of Rockland ap
Breath-taking train and motor erash !
Margaret Egan, Kathleen Haskell, Mabel Fales, Madelyn Bubler, Clara
can't resist sending my congratula party peril.
He had no thought of a pears to have a clear field for the judge
Child flung to safety, mother killed 1 A_
Merrill, Olive Edwards, Nellie Snow, Ruth Koster. Flossie Legage, Irene
and
tions to one whom I like to see the third party electing its ticket, but, if of probate nomination, and John
story of an hoiress made a waif by evil
Taylor, Alma Gott, Grace Curtis.
gods prosper.
It is fine to have the it should carry six or seven usually Tewksbury of Camden is sitting easy
plotters ! The most human picture of a
MODELS
old paper in a modern setting—but Republican States, he pointed out, the in regard to the county treasurer nom
girl's struggle with poverty ever filmed 1
I wonder if the new printing room will danger of the election being thrown ination. The matter of State Senator
Ruth Stevenson, Frederick Sylvester, Lucille Hodgkins. Osea Smith, ,
A story that tugs at the heart, replete
Huth Clark. Mary Pratt. Mary YVasgatt, Amber Elwell, Madelyn Rogers,
have quite the thrills for the younger into the House of Representatives awaits the derision of Richard O. Elliot
with thrills, comedy, sensations 1
Ethel Ruekliff, Edna Gregory, Marion Clark.
generation that the former one had would be great.
of Thomaston who served in the Legis
when Arnold Jones used so gener
Some of the Administration leaders lature of 1923. There was some talk
BOY BLUES
|
ously to pass out to our eager finger: admit that there may be danger of a to the effect that Mr. Elliot may be
James
Murphy,
Cecil
Benson,
Horace
Maxey,
Herbert
Baum,
Willis
precious bits of pink and blue paper third party after the Cleveland con come the candidate for repriaentatlve
Hurd. Sidney Bird, Roland Rackliff, Arnold Nelson, Jasper -Chapin, Ster
I can close my eyes and readily re vention, but they do not look upon the
MATINEE, 10e, 17c
ta Legislature, instead of senator, in
ling-Putman. Francis Merchant, Elmer Emery.
call the smells and noises of the old situation as gloomily as Governor
EVENING,
10e,
17c.
22c
which event Henry L. Withee of
BIMBO ARMY
■printing room even after all these Preus would have them.
Rockport la satisfied to take another
• • • •
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:48, 8:30
years.
My best wishes for the fu
George
Lewis,
Clayton
LaCrosse,
Frank Knight, Donuld Haskell, John
fling at the job. Judge Oscar H.
ture Courier-Gazette and you all.
Flanagan, Donald Thomas.
Political Brevities
Emery
of
Camden
once
had
a
real
am

May Walker,
Arrangements have been made for
SAVAGES
1006 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass.
937 seats for the press at the National bition to sit at one of these seats of tho
The Theatre with the Big Pictures
Norman Colomy, Elmer Oxton, Edgar Crockett, Leonard Campbell,
Democratic convention in New Yark. mighty, but an unopposed nomination
Edward Cross, Haymond Thompson.
for county attorney looked even better
•«••
REMEMBERS ITS EARLIEST DAYS
DWARFS
LAST TIME.
Senator
Underwood's
campaign to him. and thfre he is. The other
}
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL in “BIMBO”
A Ih e Hodgekins. Virginia Snow, Ruth Mealey, Winifred Doherty,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
manag-rs arise to dispute the claims Democratic candidates line up thus:
TONIGHT
Clerk of Courts—Ralph Rowell,
Ester Fernald, Faith Ulmer, Carrol Flanagan, Alice Flanagan, Arnnette
I w-ant to congratulate you upon the of the McAdoo forces that the former
Segal, Alice Griffin, Marguerite Morey, Muriel Ripley.
souvenir number of your paper and Secretar-• ol the Treasury is running South Thomaston; Harrison McAlman,
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
moving into your new home. As one of away with the Democratic Presiden Rockland; Tyler M. Coombs, Rock
FLAME8
(
your early “Minnie W. Vernon" visiting tial nomination.
They submitted a land.
Florence Dean, Sylvia Cohen, Katherine Cole, Helen Rubenstein,
A DRAMA OF MYSTERYAND THRILLS
County Commissioner—Winfield S.
card sales agents I have watched your tabulation of statistics on States
Dorothy Darling, Kathleen Seavey, Helen Davis, Madelyn Rubenstein,
business steadily grow.
1 think your which have thus far selected dele Richards. Camden; William E. BramEvelyn Hamilton, Margaret Hamilton, Dorothy La wry, Adria McConoky,
hall,
Friendship;
John
B.
Crockett,
Courier office was in the third story of gates to the New York convention.
Marguerite Tibbetts, Daisy Economy, Anna Greene, Helen Moulalson,
the block above Berman's clothing These, they claim, show that Under North Haven.
Margaret Adams, Pearl Cohen, Bessie Hunter, Lucille Egan, Dorothy
Sheriff—Raymond YV. Erskine. Rock
store, a>ul not over Judge Miller's of wood has 66 delegates and that Mc
Buttman. Faye Hodgkins, Jennie Cthen, Flora Hamlin, Lucy Fry,
Adoo hat. 53 with 51 for all other land: Arthur U. Patterson, Vinalhaven.
flee.
I used to turn the job press.
Phyllis Snowman, Charlotte Oaks, Ruth Richards, Mary Economy,
Representative to Legislature—H.
Dcmocratic candidates.
Fred W. Wight.
Dorothy Harvey. Lucille Rankin, Ruth Perry, Myra Slnttnona, Gienna
•
•
«
•
Washington, D. C., April 5.
N. Brazier, Rockport, and Jessi Over
With a Notable Cast, Including
Rankin. Evelyn Niles, Harriette Lufkin, Beatrice Moon, Sylvia Schafter,
Preifi n'on that Ohio will send a lark, Washington, from Warren. Rock
I Mr. Wight is correct.
It was
Ruth Harper, Virginia Leach.
BARBARA CASTLETON,
writer’s pen-slip that wrongly located solid delegation to the Democratic Na- port. Washington and Union district;
MOTH, Lucy Marsh
•Jonal committee pledged to vote for Miller Hobbs, Hope, from Hope, Cam
the paper's early home.—Ed.J
TODDLE DANCERS
RAYMOND BLOMMER, ALBERT ROSCOE,
ihe nomination of James M. Cox. Dem den, Appleton district.
• • • •
THOUGHT IT A STILL
ocratic slandardbearer in 1920. was
Annie Delmonico, Ruth L. Sylvester, Ruth Plummer, Altona Brown,
PEGGY DAVIS
Ruth Crouse. Vivian Ludwig, Helen Coltart, Helen Fifield, Flora Kelley,
Lemuel A. Grant of Rockland, who
The chief of the Waterville polic made b.’ W. W. Durbin, chairman of
Florence Nelson.
reeentlj- raided a bakery in that city the Oh‘o Democratic State committee. seeks the sheriff nomination on the
The Story of "THE NET” is the Most Dramatic and Heart-Stirring
and seized a formidable looking ap The Ohio primary election on April 29 Republican ticket, has secured the nec
JAZZING THE NURSERY RHYME
Since "Madame X” Was Presented to the Theatre-Going Public.
paratus of curved pipes and ma will be a “sweeping victory" for Mr. essary number of signatures, and will
Cado Perry, Beatrice Stockbridge, Winifred Coughlin, Agnes Flan
Cox,
Durbin
said,
declaring
the
for

chinery which he called a still. When
file his papers in due time. •*
agan.
• • • •
the case came before Judge Atchley he mer Ohio governor "is more available
WHERE WERE YOU HIDING
“
FIGHTING
BLOOD,
”
Round
2
promptly identified the contraption as as the party leader today that he was
In local pollticaj circles yesterday
Avey Brawn, Alberta Knight. Mary Wlnehenbach, Helena Huntley,
a Kelvlnator. a refrigerating machine in 1920."
NEWS
there was a persistent rumor that for
FABLES
Estelle Hall, Tinney Dorgun, Richard Bird, Francis Orne, Hugh Little,
• • • •
put out by the Central Maine Power
mer County Attorney H. L. Withee of
Cecil Benson, Jim Murphy, Jasper Chapin.
Bath Times: While people were sur Rockport will run for judge of pro
Co.
One of these ‘machines is on
FRI.-SAT.
| “ALIMONY," with An
ALL STAR
CAST
OLD FASHIONED COUPLES
exhibition at the company's local dis prised at the announcement made by bate on the Democratic ticket in the
Margaret. MacMillan, Sterling Morso, Flora Colson, Albert McCarty,
play room and Office Manager Jones Congressman White, that he had re June primaries. This means that Sen
COMING SOON I GLORIA SWANSON in “SOCIETY SCANDAL”
Vivian Hall, Edward Lawrence.
invariably tells this story with every considered his former decision and ator R. O. Elliot will probably ask a
would enter the primaries as a candi renomination.
demon Stratton.

The Courier-Gazette

“WANTERKNOW” AT CITY MEETING

LIKED

“KEEP COOLIDGE”

J. F.
GREGORY
SONS CO.

The Strand

ALICE CALHOUN and

“THE
MAN FROM
GLENGARRY”
Comedy

PERCY MARMONT

“THE
MIDNIGHT ALARM”

Kinograms

PARK

THE NET”

”

Evpjy-Other-Day
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SALE

EASTER

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9'
AT 2:30 P. M.

AT THE CONGREGATIONAL VESTRY
Supper will be served from 5 to 7 o’clock

E. M. Tiilman, the genial ticket taker
Tony Perlotip. who In Supreme Court
at the Strand Theatre, is confined to Friday, was given the heaviest sentence
his home on Broad street by illness.
bestowed upon (a Knox county re
spondent for many years, was com
Nomination papers for W. R. Pattan- mitted tn the State Prison Saturday.
gall (for governor) and B. E. McIntire Unless pardonpd or paroled ho will
(for Congress) are being circulated serve not less than 10 years nor more
here.
than 12.

PERRY’S
MARKKT
THIS WEEK'S PRICES:

(Like Cuts)

$1 JO
Just received yesterday morning anothe- lot of Gingham House Dresses, made from
good quality gingham in plaids, and checks—green, red, orange, tan, yellow, light blue
dark blue and black and white, sizes 38 to 46, also 50 to 54 sizes.
Mail and phone orders filled promptly.

We will place these dresses on sale WEDNESDAY MORNING, APRIL 9 and to
continue until sold.

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY •
We think we have enough of these dresses so that our out of town mail and phone
orders will receive prompt attention.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
TALK OF THE TOWN
COMIhXNEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

April 6-12—Bo Kind To Animals Week.
April 7 8 Musical Comedy Bimbo, presented
by Rockland High School students.
May 8 Annual dance recital by pupils of
Jennie Harvey l’ereival at the Arcade.
April 9- Entertainment and dance at Tem
ple hall, benetit of the R. Ac It. Relief Asso
ciation.
April 9—Easter sale by Congregational Wo
man's Association.
April 11 Bird Day.
April 11 Annual meeting of Rubinstein
Club.
April 12- Sunday School conference at First
Baptist church.
April 16- Baptist .Wen’s League, Louis A.
Jack of Bath, speaks on "Sidelights of tlie
World War’
April lb -Harmony Club meets with Miss
Lucy Fuller.
April It. Thomaston- Easter sale by ladies
of Methodist Society.
April 18 (7.15 p. m.)—Address by Kenneth
C. M. Sills. President of Bowdoln College, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club.
April 1H- Patriots’ Day.
April 20 Easter Sunday.
April 21-22 School operetta "The Prince
and the Goo.c Girl’’ in Watts hall, Thomaston,
for benefit ot School Building Fund.
June .» Knox County W. C. T. U. Conven
tion.
June 1G- Primary elections.
June 24 Democratic National Convention
meets in New York.

Battery O' has its regular drill ta
i'ight.

The Camden & Rockland Water Co.
has added a Graham Brothers truck to
its fleet.

Tire Universallst Mission Circle will
meet with Mrs. E. F. Glover Wednes
day at J. 30.
Rockland Encampment has work on
10 candidates Wednesday night on the
Patriarchal degree.

The big electric sign of the Empire
Theatre got adrift in yesterday's gale
and created some consternation be
fore it was secured.
The roads have settled earlier than
last year, according to D. H. Fuller,
travelling salesman, who did not get
his car through to Rockland until
three weeks later than this in 1923.
The old T. W. Hix brick house on
Middle street hill, at present owned by
Overness Sarkesian, is being re
modelled Into two tenements, one of
which is to be occupied by Paul Tuttle
of Belfast and the other by Mr. Sar
kesian. Mr. Tuttle is employed by Ev
erett L. Spear & Co.

Miss Shirley Doherty is coaching
South Thomaston people are to put Ihe attractive dancing numbers which
tip a big supper and dance Friday occur in "The Prince and the GooseGirl," Thomaston’s dairy tale extrav
night.
aganza.
Miss Doherty is not only
herself a very graceful and artistic
Return all milk bottles this week.
solo dancer, but is also unusually suc
Price will be reduced to five cents,
cessful and pleasing in imparting'her
beginning Monday, April 14.
Perry's
knowledge to others.
Market.--Adv.

Sowing
Good
Seeds!
E sure you get the best
Seeds when purchas
ing them this year. The sur
est way is to secure them
from us. Then you know

B

they will give you great re
sults.
*
We will carry a full line
of the Best Seeds obtainable
—Vegetable, Flower and
Grass, with all fertilizers.

Cobb’s

This Is "Ford Truck" week—April 7
Funeral services for the late Joseph
to 15 inclusive.
J. Roberts were held at the residence
10 Granite street Sunday.
Prayer
The American Legion will have an was offered by Rev. B. P. Browne after
important special meeting Wednesday- which the Mbsonic service was held
The floral offer
night to discuss a May ball. Memorial by Aurora Lodge.
ings were many and beautiful, showing
Day and a Fourth of July celebration.
the high esteem in which Mr. Roberts
The remains were taken
The 28-foot flagstaff on Hotel Rock was held.
land broke in the socket in last night’s to Burpee undertaking rooms until
The burial will be in
gale and camo down with a crash on Wednesday.
the piazza.
It had been In position Winter Harbor, in the family lot.
nine years.
The remains of the late George E.
Roy Atkinson of the Boston Post Smith, who was drowned when the
staff, and Frederick C. Finn a Post schoone" Nellie Eaton foundered in the
photographer, were in the city Sunday Bay of Fundy, arrived here on Sun
and yesterday In connection with the day's train and funeral services were
Smith will case, the sudden collapse of held from the Burpee parlors yester
which worked disaster with their plans. day afiernoon, Rev. B. P. Browne of
the First Baptist church officiating.
Burleigh C. Nash entered upon his There was a liberal attendance of
now duties as patrolman Sunday night, friends and former associates, includ
being assigned to John T. Berry's late ing a (’elegation from the Veteran
beat, which includes the theatre dis Fireman's Association of which the de
The floral
trict.
Charles S. Stetson went on ceased was a member.
offerings included pieces from the W.
yesterday taking the day heat.
M. Little Co., Knowlton's restaurant
At the local recruiting office yester and the Veteran Fireman's Associa
tion.
day it was stated that one-year enlist
ments for specially qualified men are
Return all milk bottles this week.
now being accepted, but that transpor
tation is not provided outside of the Price will be reduced to five cents,
beginning Monday, April 14.
Perry’s
First Corps Area. This gives a chance Market.—Adv.
for High School boys to work up to a
commission.
The B. & P. Women's Club will hold

a food sale at Carver’s Bookstore,
Harold A. Swett of Portland has Tuesday afternoon.—adv.
42-43
been assigned special agent in charge
of the Rockland District of the Stand
Physical development is maard OH Co., succeeding the late S.
Jterially retarded unless there is
Henry Gardner, Jr. He is already in
free nasal breathing.
There will be a me<4ing of the Stan charge but is spending this week in
dard Bearers in the Methodist vestry Portland winding up his affairs there
Rockland Red Cross.
prior to taking actual management here
Thursday evening at 7.30.
next Monday.
1855
E. J. Brewer has moved from 14
1924
The Penobscot Bay Dental Club held
Florence street into the Withington
^Memorials^*
house, 27 South street, of which prop a public clinic for school children Sat
urday at Dr. Barron's office, Camden.
erty he recently became the owner.
Through the co-operation of Red Cross
E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
There will be a pruning demonstra nurses, Mrs. Thomas and Miss Blake
WALDOBORO. ME.
tion by County Agent Ralph Went 35 children received attention. Dr. F.
worth at the farm of F. B S. Morse at S. Wood and Dr. Harold E. Smith of
Morse's Coiner, April 12 c.t 10.30 o'clock Portland were the clinicians. The
BORN
Dental Club finds great need of such
Ramsilell—Rockland, April 5, to Mr. and
M,rs. Margaret A. Crie has bought the work being done in this community.
Mrs. Gilman L. Ramadcll, a daughter.—Melba
Alice.
Dr. G. L. Crockett house on Summer
Richards—Northport. March 20. to Mr. and
atreet, and ia planning to rent it. The
State Traffic Officer C. D. Wentworth Mrs.
William <J. Richards, a aon.—Granville
deal was made through L. W. Benner’s can now be easily distinguished afoot, Darts.
iMutrh—Camden, April 3. to Mr. and Mra,
real estate agency.
on his motor-bike or in his Dodge James
Mutch, a daughter.
touring car by the new regulation
Knight—Camden. April
to Mr. and Mra.
Kenneth Hughes, a former Rockland signs. His olive drab uniform is dis Harvey Knight, a daughter.
Hansori—Camden, April 3, In Mr. and Mra.
newspaper man sends congratulations tinctive, the motorcycle will be of the
Louts W. Hanson, twin daughters —Goldie H.
to Tho Courier-Gazette on its new same color, plainly marked, and his car and Gloria L.
office, and incidentally inquires what has a conspicuous sign "State High
about the Twilight League.
MARRIED
way Police" on the radiator and an
McGraw Allen—Rockland. April 5, by E. R.
even more legible Inscription on the Keene,
City
Clerk,
James McGraw and Rosie
The Maine Methodist Conference be tire casings behind.
Allen, both of Rockland.
gins its sessions in Portland tomorrow.
Davis-Harding. Union. April 4. by Rev. E.
S Ufford, Maurice £. Davis of Union and Miss
The ministerial appointments, in which
The resignation of Mr. O’Hara as Bernice Harding of Warren.
Knox county is always interested, will
organist
at
the
First
Baptist
church
probably be announced Monday.
DIED
is occasion lor regret not only on the
Young—Camden, April 6. Lovisa E. Y’oung,
Engine No. 1 of the Lime Rock Rail part of the church people, but also by aged
58 years, 10 months, 15 days.
road which has been thoroughly over the general public which has enjoyed
Ellis—^Portland, April 4. Margaret A. Ellis,
hauled, went on the line yesterday and in particular the Sunday evening re aged 75 years, 11 months, 17 days.
Boardman
—Machias, April 6, Miss Hattie
is hauling the Northend train, with citals. Mr. O’Hara’s daily playing Boardman, a resident of Thomaston.
Howard B. Waltz at the throttle and at the Strand and his pupils keep him
so busy that a Sunday engagement
CARD OF THANKS
Harry Robishaw tending the furnace.
has over-taxed his strength, and it
'We who to express our sincere thanks to all
our
friends
and neighbors for their many
John T. Young of Matinicus, who has was by advice of his physician that he acts of kindness during our recent bereave
reluctantly
gave
up
the
church
con

ment
;
and
also
for beautiful floral offer’ngs.
been caring for E. A. Rhoades, Knowl
Miss Gertrude Brooks, Mrs. Josie A. Weed.
He stated however that he
ton Place, the past two months, has nection.
Rockport,
April
7.
•
completed his <ngagement and gone would be glad to give a recital, say
once
a
month,
and
to
play
at
any
time
elsewhere.
Mr. Rhoades, although
CARD OF THANK8
We wish to express to our neighbors ar.d
somewhat feeble, prefers to care for for the Men's Leagues The church was
crowded Sunday night to listen to the friends our sincere thanks for their kindness
himself for the prise nt. He thanks the
sympathy in our recent bereavement and
final regular recital, a program in end
also to thank those who contributed floral
city officials, Mr. .Richardson. Mr.
which Mr. O'Harw was at his best. offerings.
Mrs. Sarah D. Upham.
Young and Mr. and Mrs. Harold KenRockport, April 7.
He is to play also on Easter Sunday.
nison for their attention and considera
tion during his severe illness.
CARD OF THANKS
Through the columns of The Courier-Ga
Final preparations are being made
zette we wish to express our deepest rppretoday
for
the
annual
Easter
sale
at
the
The summer residence of Dr; W. B.
ciation of the manifold kindnesses and the un
Brewster at Ingraham Hill is nearly Congregational church tomorrow after failing courtesy and consideration extended to
completed, and the Philadelphian will noon and evening. The decorating com us by the citizens of Rockland during the
Illness and deatli of our son and brother.
not fail to be pleased with the estab mittee, under the chairmanship of Miss Especially do we feel grateful to nurses Una
lishment created by James A. Collins. BulTum and Mrs. Rose, are transform Wood and Ethel Campbell and to Mrs. Ava
In conection with this structure Mr. ing the vestry into a bower of spring Lawry of the Copper Kettle.
S. H. Gardner and family.
The apron, handkerchief,
Collins has erected a 60-foot aermotor, beauty.
Rockland, April 7.
which will pump from an artesian well fancy work and novelty committees
OARD * OF THANKS
160 feet deep. The tank ia 40 feet from have been meeting regularly for work
Dear Friends:
Many thanks to you all
tWe ground, and has a capacity of 200 and have prepared many useful and whose Birthday Greetings made Mother more
beautiful articles for the sale. There happy than we can express. She Is not well
gallons.
It will be a slow but pleasurable task to
will also be a cake table and a candy so
answer individually.
Florence Haley Cowie
General orders So. 3, issued from table, for which the good cooks are
making
ready.
The
supper,
on
the
the headquarters of the Maine Division,
CARD OF THANKS
Sons of Veterans, direct Attention to European plan, will he under the effi
We wish to extend our thanks to the many
the 42d annual encampment of the divis cient direction of Mrs. Elonia Tuttle.
friends who were so kind during the sickness
and death of our loved husband and father,
ion Which will be held June 18 and 19 in
especially the master of Aurora Lodge
There will be a cooked food sale and
Portland. Division headquarters will
who assisted In so many ways; also for tho
be at the Falmouth Hotel, and sessions under the auspices of St. Peter's Guild beautiful flowers sent by the Modern Pants
of the Encampment will be held in Saturday, April 12. at the Maine Music Co. and other friends.
Mrs. Cora Roberts, Mrs. Ellen Hammond,
43-44
Farrington block, 439 Congress street. Store at 2 o'clock.
Mrs. Alice R. Rich
Special railroad rates are given. Com
CARD OF THANKS
manders are asked to see to it that
Know the tremendous pull We wish to express our sincere thanks tn
their Camp secretary and Treasurer's
the neighbors and friends who so kindly of
quarterly reports are promptly made ing power of Courier-Gazette fered assistance and sympathy in our be
reavement
out and sent with per capita tax to
Capt. Richard F. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
tho Division Secretary-Treasurer. Ed ads.
H. Smith.
ward K. Gould, Rockland.

+

There is one Rockland man who
realizes that the graduation season is
approaching, and that is Willis Mar
ston, whose famous orchestra has al
ready been requisitioned for the fol
lowing dates: June 4. Isleshoro High
School; June 5, Deer Isle High School
graduation in the afternoon and ball in
the evening; June 11. Union High
School; June 12, Vinalhaven High
School; June 13. Lincoln Academy;
June 17, Warren High School; June
18, South Brooksville High School.
Other graduation dates are In pros
pect. Commencing next mogth Mar
ston's Orchestra will play for dances
at Swan Lake every Friday evening,
and starting May 24 U'ill play for
dances at Lincolnville Beach every
Saturday night. Mr. Marston is look
ing for a busy season—which Is what
he is here for.
Don’t miss "The Prince and the
Goo«e-Girl,” at Watts Hall, Thomaston,
April 21 and 22.
COMING GOON

GLORIA SWAN8ON
In "SOCIETY SCANDAL”

~t"1fcC/(e>use

on (Ac

Where

fifty-two

the trade

weeks

finds

every

APPLES

year.

KINGMAN and
HEARTY—
INC
20 North Side
Fanend Hall Market

BOSTON,
MASS

BUTTER

SALE

CLOVERBLOOM CREAMERY.................
In J4 lb. blocks and neatly wrapped

50c

Everybody knows the quality. A large quantity
has been purchased for this sale. Get your share.
Hamburg Steak, 3 lbs............................................. 25c
Hamburg Steak, all lean, lb........................25c, 30c
Fresh Pig’s Liver, 3 lbs........................................... 25c
Fresh Beef Liver, 2 lbs.................. ......................... 25c
Pocket Honeycomb Tripe, lb................................... I 5c
Pure Lard, packages, or cut from tub, lb........... 14c
Sugar in all size sanitary packages...................... 10c

BEANS! BEANS! BEANS! BEANS! BEANS!
Colored Beans for Baking or Stewing

FULL QUART .... 5c.

FULL PECK .... 25c

W e offered these beans last week and they were
sold so quickly that some of our customers were
unable to get any, so we have been able to get an
other lot which we offer at the same price.

Beef Roast, best quality, lb..........................12c, 15c
We have the same roasts, boneless if desired

Best Frankforts, lb.....................
18c
Salt Pork, mixed or clear fat, lb.............................. 17c
Little Pig Pork Roast................................................. 20c
Middle Cut Pork Chops, lb...................................... 25c
End Cut Pork Chops, lb............................................. 20c
Bacon, mixed fat and lean, lb................................. 25c
(Machine sliced, any thickness you desire)
Try it once—money back if not satisfied

Try our Large Loaf of Bread................. .. ............ 10c
Excelsior Coffee, lb....................................................... 35c
Tomato Soup, 4 cans............................................... 25c
Chicken Soup, 3 cans................................................. 25c
CHOICEST QUALITY FRESH BEEF CUTS

Top Round Steak, best cuts..................................... 30c
Stew Beef, no fat, no bone, lb..................... I 5c, 20c
Pot Roast, boneless, lb..................................... 25c, 30c
Soup Bones, plenty of meat, lb.............................. 12c
Through the purchase of a large quantity of best
quality, corn fed steer rounds we are able to offer
the above beef cuts at these low prices. Quality is
exceptional.
Fruit Salad, large can............................................ 55c
Fruit Salad, medium can..................................... 40c

(You should give this a trial)

Cape Cod Cranberries, 2 quarts .... ............... 25c
Layer Figs, lb.............................................................. 25c
Canned Peas, good quality, can........................... | 5C
Bulk Dates, 2 lbs..................................................... ’ 25c
Cooking Apples, peck.....................
35c
Corned Pig Sparerib, lb........................................... | 5C
Cheese, none better, lb.............................................. 32c
Ham Butts, choice of ends, lb................................ 15c
Seeded Raisins, pkg.................................................. 12C
Evaporated Milk, tall can............................. .. '. 10c
ORANGES,

BANANAS,

GRAPE

FRUIT,

CUKES, CELERY, SPINACH, RADISHES,

APPLES, STRAWBERRIES, PARSNIPS,
CARROTS,
NEW CABBAGE,
LETTUCE

SCHOOL GIRLS YOUR CHANCE
CAKE MAKING CONTEST
We hava one hundred packages of flour for
making JIGGTI'ME CAKE and the schoolgirl
making the best cake will receive a $5.00 Gold
Piece. We expect you to use nothing but the
flour and any flavor that you may choose and
water. The cake rtiust not be frosted. Any
school girl can enter this contest by the purchase
of one or more packages of this flour and the
price is only 20 cents. Your samples should be
brought to our market on Saturday, April 12,
and the prize will be awarded the following Mon
day. AH samples should be neatly wrapped and
plainly marked with 'your name and address.

There will be only one prize. The judges will be
Mrs. B. C. Perry and Miss Alfreda Perry.
Mail Orders Accepted

When you are hungry just think what you would
like to eat and give us the order. We promise fresh
clean goods of the best quality neatly bundled and
tied and delivered at your door if you wish. Our
prices are as low as the lowest for like goods and
our service is both prompt and complete.

ORDER EARLY

■HRI

Every-Other-Day

Rokland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 8, 1924.
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WAR TO THE TEETH

Let Us

Was General Verdict In Rock
land’s Morse High Victory
—We Claim State Honors.

Demonstrate!

Ro kland High School girls won a
>lace in the hall’of Kiskethall fame
>y defeating Morse High of Bath Sat
urday afternoon In one «f the most
■savagely contested games ever played
>n a local floor.
If the affjftr -had
een staged in the' squared circle It
would have been called a spite light,
□r both teams started the first second
.•( play as though their lives depended
an the outcome.
Referee Hall did an
exceedingly good Job in keeping the
warlike Amazor.s from getting too obtreperaus.
It was a great game to
watch.
Stars? They were a.11 stars on txith
teams.
Probably Grlflln deserves the
greatest mead of praise for Rockland,
or she was everywhere at once and
kept the mighty Ward of M rse on the
lefenslve all the time. Trufton with
stood all of O’DonntH's charges ar.d
was a big factor in Bath’s low si ore.
Cole played the best game of her ca
eer an l though she and Coltart were
having a tearful duet one iieriod they
didn’t forget to tight.
Breen and
Perry made eime gnat shots, es
pecially during the first and last per
iods.
The Bath guards knew the
game from ail angles and made life a
burden to Rockland's pill shooters.
Ward.
McDonald ar.d
McMann
showed high lights for Morse. Ward
ante with a big reputation and had It
not been for the gnat work of Griffin
would have walked off with the game
McDonald at side center played with
in earnestness, concentration anil fear
essness seldom seen in girls’ basketrail. No amount of punishment could
4op her charges. McMann and Wagner
played a hard game and one of Wag
ner's heaves wrecked the Arcade light
ing system.
The chief result of the contest Is
hat it allows Rockland's claim for
3tati championship honors. The de
feat here was mere decisive than that
n Bath, and was played with Breen in
i more or less crippled condition. A
hallenge has been sent to Westbrook
ligh regarding a game or a series, but
sfused on the ground, of the lateness
>f the season. It rather seems to be
jp to Westbrook.
The summary:
Rockland High Girls
Goals Fouls I’ts.

rRUCK WEEK
April 7 to 15 Inclusive
So that every user of motor trucks may have
first hand knowledge of how Ford One-Ton
Trucks reduce haulage and delivery costs, all
Ford Dealers in this territory will hold a
Special Demonstration Week from April
7th to April 15th.
During this period your dealer will gladly
arrange a demonstration of the Ford Truck

in any particular line of transportation work,
at the time or place you specify.

Telephone your nearest Ford dealer for an
appointment.

Cambridge Branch

Set Any Authorized Ford Dealer
*

*

CARS • TRUCKS • TRACTORS
wra.? cr,

-r

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
TEL. 333. ROCKLAND
WARREN

B 3 £ 3 3

r
I
I

NOW

IS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR

BUCKEYE INCUBATORS
AND BROODERS

i

The Machines That Give Results

Mors Chix, Larger Chix, Stronger Chix

1

THE PLACE TO BUY IS IN

&

85

THOMASTON
Where you Save M-ney when you Buy Your Lumber, Atlas Paint,
Oils, Glass, Potty, Windows. Doors, Hardware. Edison Portland
Cement, Murphy’s Varnishes, Watatite Spar Varnish, Upson Board,
the best wall beard made; Steel Ceilings, Galvanized Iren Gutter
and Conductor, Asphalt and Cedar Shingles, Maple and Oak Flooring.

CEDAL1NE
Tha new material for Lining your Clothes Closets. It takes the
place of cedar chests, protects your good clothes against moths;
Clothes Reels, Step Ladders, Numetal Weather Strips, Etc, Etc.
And many other things too numerous to mention here.
GIVE US A CALL.

GLAD TO QUOTE PRICES

W. J. ROBERTSON
TEL. 124-3.

BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES

THOMASTON

16-T-tf

Si [ii

Yes, It’s a Kineo
Pipeless Furnace
MADE

AT

BANGOR,

MAINE

AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED
This is not a cheap
furnace, it is the best
and one of the heaviest
built, with asbestos be
tween two double walls,
inside the outside wall.
All walls made of heav
iest galvanized iron.
With double or single
feed door.
Do not let anyone tell
you that it is not the
iStei
l
- best one built, because
IF# IL.
tf?®
our price is much lower
than other high-grade
makes. The difference
is in the profit, not in
the quality.
ft J
63
I have a cheaper fur
a
nace made by the Homer
'Furnace Company, size
Z2 inch, price $165.00,
but the Kineo is the
lowest ever offered. The 20 inch $175.00 or the 22
inch $185.00, ail set up.
I am willing to put one of these in any home, if
suitable for a one-pipe furnace, with a guarantee to
satisfy or take it out after we have had some very cold
weather to test it. You need not make any payment
until you are satisfied.
I have also made a 20% reduction on Kineo
Ranges and Heaters.
You can buy an 8-20 Star Kineo Range, with high
shelf for $60.80, delivered anywhere in Maine.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
Te

RCCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rhodes of Rockland
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Achorn
Sunday.
Warren Grange Circle will hold a meeting
In the Grange hall Wednesday afternoon and
will serve Its usual 6 o'clock supper.
Mrs
Harlow Brown, Mrs. Arthur Peabody and S
V. Weaver are In charge of the supper.
All are urged to aid In making the High
School Minstrel show to be given April 10
and 11. a financial success.
A dance with
music by Marston's orchestra follows the show
Friday night.
All members of the degree staff of Warren
Lodge, I. O. O. F.. are requested to be present
at the rehearsal following the regular Friday
night meeting in preparation for the accep
tance of an invitation to work the second de
gree in Camden Saturday night.
A special
car leaving Warren at 4.50 p. m. will convey
i the members to Camden.
Tiie ladie3 of the Congregational Circle wIL
serve th ;lr monthly supper Thursday with these
i housekeepers: Mrs. B. E. Watts, Mrs. Carrie
Vaughn, Mrs Sherbourne Kalloch, Mrs. Fred
Starrett in charge.
All those who have not
been solicited will furnish pastry or cake
i Miss Helen James Is visiting at her home In
: Skowhegan for a few days.
Thomas Stanley has purchased a car of Wal
doboro parties.
Miss Cora Spear wa9 a weekend guest of
Miss Hazel Wlncapaw at Glencove.
Fred Watts has given up his work as up
holsterer with Ful’.er-Cobb-Davis in Rockland
James F. Cates of Rockland was the guest of
his sister. Mrs. Benjamin- Watts Sunday.
Mrs. Fannie E. Brown was a caller Sunday
’ on J. S. Cates at Cornhlll.
i Charles R. Overlock who has been the guest
; of Dr. and Mrs. Harry Chase in Newton Cen
' ter and of Dr. and Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs In
. Boston for the past month returns home today.
Owing to the storm of last Wednesday, the
W. C. T. V. postponed their lecture by Judge
Miller of Rockland until Wednesday evening of
this week In the Congregational church.
Mr
Miller’s subject will be "Local Court Side
Tights."
There will be special music.
Re
frc3hments will be served to members of both
Christian Endeavor societies at 5.45 o’clock.

Don’t miss “The Prince and the
Goose-Girl.’’ at W.xtta Hall, Thomaston,
April 21 and 22.
43-45

HIGHLAND—WARREN
Mrs. William Barrett who has been visiting
her bro’her Erastus Clark has returned to
Haverhill Mass.
Miss Luella Ring is teaching school at North
Warren.
Walter Saunders of Rockland Is splitting
wood for Erastus Clark.
Mrs. Burell and Mrs. Crockett recently called
or. Mrs. Win Swift.
Francis Keating has a new horse.
Mrs. Aletha Gamage was the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Butler over Sun
day.
Bert Crockett was in Rockland last Tuesday,
L. W. Butler went to Thomaston Tuesday

WALDOBORO
Prof. Allan R. Benner has returned to An
dover. Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Coombs were In Portland
Friday and Saturday.
Ralph Brcwn has been the guest of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. 8. R. Brown, during the
Easter vacation.
Miss Augusta Umphrey of South Newcast
I--, caring for Miss Celeste Clark, who Is suffer
ing with lameness.
Harold J. French, Edwin S. Kuhn, Milton
Sprague. Perley C. Wlnchenbach and Ralph
Dean have been named as traverse jurors to
serve during the term of court to convene at
1< asset. April 22.
Miss Alice Newbert is spending part of her
\ cation from Gorham Normal School with Mr.
a: d Mrs. Joseph B. Welt.
Mrs. James Garvin of Springfield has been
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Berne Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry and Miss Felice
Perry of Rockland were In town Sunday.
Capt. Willard Wade, Dr. D. B. Mayo. Ralph
Miller, Fred Kaler, Forrest Bond and Leon
Lu iwig attended the Republican Convention In
Portland last week.
Friends In town of Mrs. J. T. Small were
saddened to hear of her sudden death at her
hon e In Lewiston last week.
An error was made In reporting the banquet
given at Bond’s restaurant last week.
The
banqiwt was given by the Woman’s Club and
the names of those present should have in
cluded Mrs. Mary C. Hovey, Mrs. Sarah C.
Benner and Miss Marcia Blaney.
Special Masonic meetings for conferring de
grees on candidates were held by King Solo
mon’s Lodge, F. & A. M., Wednesday and Fri
day nights.
The first Sunday dinner given this season at
Bond’s restaurant was enjoyed by many pa
trons Sunday.
The Young People’s Society of the Baptist
church held a successful cake sale at S. H.
Weston’s store Saturday afternoon. The mem
bers of this scoiety are active to help in the
good cause.
Every one will he glad to see William S. Hart
at the Star theatre tonight.
This is his
return to the screen in an original story by
himself and featuring the famous pinto pony.
In ' Wild Bill Hiekok’’ Mr. Hart Is supported by
a splendid cast headed by Ethel Gray Terry.
This Is a real picture dealing with a fighting,
riotous period of American history, more In
teresting than any novel ever written.

Breen, rf ................................
Perry, If ................................

3
3

...................
Cole, c ...........................
Coltart, 9C ..................
...................
Griffln, rg .....................
...................
Trafton, lg ...,..................

0
0
0

___

Owners 'continue to comment

on the marked riding comfort
of Dodge Brothers Motor Car.
Increased chassis length, lowswung body and generous seat

depth have much to do with this.
Primarily, however, it must be

accredited to the greater buoy
ancy of the new spring equip
ment.

The rear springs are ten

inches longer, and underslung.

4-Paccer.gcr Coupe $1375 f. o. b. De
troit $1495 delivered

DYER’S GARAGE INC.
45 Park Street - - - Rockland

0
6

Total.

3

15

Morse High Girls

Goals Fouls Pt9.
Ward. If ................. ....... 2
2
6
G’Donnell, rf ...................... 1
0
2
Mitchell, c .......................... 0
0
0
McDonald, sc...................... 0
0
0
McMann. lg ...................... 0
0
0
Wagner, rg .......... i........... 0
0
0
3
2
8
The score—Rockland High, 13. Morse
High, 8.
Referee—Victor P. Hall of Rockland.
Totals.

WATERMAN’S BEACH

My air compressor has been out of
commission the past week and I have
enjoyed very little sleep. Thus It reUndoubtedly the outstanding quality of "The I dt ced ir. ■ in strength ar.d I hardly was
Net," the drama of mystery and thrills pro- j
duced by William Fox l3 its tremendous dra- 1 able to walk to tiie postofflee Saturday
natlc strength.
This emotional drama which
was adapted from the successful play by Mara- morning. 1 am a little stronger to
vene Thompson, will be shown here Wednesday i day.
and Thursday at the Park Theatre.
In b»x.k
1 met the government men trr«n
form the story was known as "Tho Woman’s
Law" and was then adapted for the stage by White Head and Two Hush Light sta
Miss Thompson.
One of the handsomest set
tings shows the interior and exterior of a tions and they spoke very feelingly
wealthy artist’s studio which had been re about the sickness and death In the
modeled front an old churcty. Through a novel Dennison family. I talked with a num
arrangement of six different styles of erchl‘ecture tho lofty interior has been changed into ber of the neighbors and none of them
a harmonious picture.
Moorish columns would express their minds as to how
beautifully contrast with Greek and Italian the young lady met her death, but
decorations; the wall3 being hung with val
everyone said Will Dennison was a
uable paintings and tapestries.—adv.
free-hearted neighbor. Mr. Dennlaon
never side-stepped a duty when a
EMPIRE THEATRE
neighbor was In distress, and biased
The final showing of the Paramount picture. the way through mud and snow alt
"Around the World in the Speejacks," which times of night and day to get a doctor
opened at the Empire Theatre yesterday will or an undertaker when solely nteded.
be held there this afternoon and evening
The twin boys who have been shutEveryone remembers this world famous tour of
Commodore Gowen's little 98-foot motor .yacht* ins several days with scarlet fever are
It Is u remarkable production.
Two reel
western and a scenic will complete the program. very attractive boys. They come up on
In "The Daring Years.’’ Daniel Carson Good- the hill to play with our boys and in
man’s latest screen offering comes to the Em talking with them I have learned that
pire Wednesday and Thursday. Mr. Goodman
proves conclusively that love Is the greatest they were manly fellows. The kids
power in the world.
When the boy around as well as the neighbors will be pleased
whom this stunningly dramatic story centers
feels that he is doomed, when he Is bound to to see them playing out doors again.
the electric chair and feels that In one little
C. D. S. G.

PARK THEATRE

Guard Your Mouth
Let WRIGLEY’S be the

guardian of your mouth and
throat

It will combat trouble of

various kinds. It helps to keep
the teeth free from food par

ticles that ferment and cause
decay.

It has an antiseptic effect It re
lieves acid mouth and thus not
only prevents harm to the teeth,
but serves to sweeten the stomach.

second the current will have swept through
him and he will be left a lifeless atom, it is
the all-consuming love of his mother and his
darling little sweetheart that saves him from
this hideous fate !—adv.

STRAND THEATRE
Everybody who has read Ralph Connor’s
novels will want to see "The Man From Glen
garry" today’s feature. It is a thrilling, pul
sating tale of red blooded contest and romance
—filmed right In the heart of the Canadian
wilds.
The town is talking about yesterday’s
performance
No finer bit of work has ever been done by
any actress than that displayed by Alice
Calhoun In one of the swiftest-moving photoploys produced, "The Midnight Alarm,” which
Is shown tomorrow and Thursday.
"The
Midnight Alarm’’ is a melodrama so rapid In
Its action, so ten«e in Its scenes that fre
quently the spectators find themselves ac
tually breathless. it is a story of a plotting
business man, Silas Carringford, who Kia.su his
partner Thornton to obtain his weahh. Mrs.
Thornton is driven to death before an onrushlng train in trying to escape Carringford
in an automobile.
Susan, her daughter, is
tossed to safety and is picked up lost by Mr.:.
Berg, who raises her as her own.
Mr. and
Mrs. Tllwell, her grandparents, and Carringford keep up an intermittent search for the
child, who Is now known as Sparkle. Carringford learns she is alive and seeks to destroy
evidence of her identity so that, she can’t
claim the estate left to her, which on her
death is to go to Carringford.
Chaser, a
lovable crook, played by Cullen Landis, and
Harry Westmore, a fire captain, impersonated
by Percy Marmont, save the heroine after
many daring adventures. The fire scenes are
the best ever shown in any photoplay.—adv.

It stimulates digestion and helps to
prevent the forming of gas that
causes dyspepsia.
r«« br«a.diUerent flavar.
—all Bide froa
b«.t infredieBU
sbtaiaabla

Fifth Avenue Style is
brought right here

to you in LAMSON
Hubbard Hats. You
pay only for the Value
in the hat.

Sealed ■ ita
parity package
— freak, deal
aad follflaeared

Read from a widely known medi
cal work:
»
“Chewing gum aids tooth nutrition
and the cleansing action is a defi
nite benefit—it prevents dyspepsia.
Good chewing gum is excellent for
bad digestion.

E14
So we say, after every meal

EAST APPLETON

The funeral of Jacob Paul was held at his
?a»c home March 2G. Rev. Frederic Emerson
officiating.
Union Lodge, I. 0. O. F.. of which
Mr. Pa il was a member performed ifa beauti
ful burial service.
There were many beau
tiful floral pieces, among them a basket of
roses and pinks from Belfast from brother and
sister; wonderful calla lilies and a wreaih
from Union Odd Fellows.
The interment was
in Pine Grove cemetery, the Odd Fellows act
ing as bearer3.
The High school pupils returned to their
studies in Union Monday.
Mark Ames returned to Colby College. Water
vllle, Wednesday.
Z. C. Gurney is suffering with grippe.
A surprise was given Robert Gushee March
29, it being his 26th birthday.
Ice cream,
home-made candy and popcorn were served
together with a fine birthday cake bearing
dates of the occasion.
Victrola music and
games made an enjoyable evening.
Mark Ames, Colby ’24, spoke at. Community
ehurch Sunday, the subject being "Christ..
Love and Forgiveness."
A new pulpit set
has been added to the church and a new li
Return all milk bottles this week. brary is soon io be installed. Under all the
Price will be reduced to five cents, promising conditions it looks like a good
for the little home church.
Rev.
beginning Monday, April 14.
Perry’s summer
and Mrs. Emerson are certainly giving faith

j Market.—Adv.

Exceptional Ridinb Comfort

ful service.

Ilibbard
M-UfACTUREHS
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HATS & CAPS

BURPEE & LAMB
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Office Hours—9 to 3
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Every-Other-Day

LAND OF THE FREE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The following extract is from a
speech made by Gen. Grant at D<«
Moines, Sept. 2, 1875:
‘‘If we are to have another contest in I
the near future of our national ex-I
lstence, I predict that the dividing line'
will not be Mason and Dixon’s, but be-1
tween patriotism and intelligence cn
one side, and superstition, ambition
and ignorance on the other. On this
Centennial year the work of strength-1
ening the foundation of ithe structure
commenced by our forefathers a bun- !
died years ago at Lexington should be I
begun. Let us all labor for the se- j
curity of free thought, free speech, free
press, pure morals, unfettered religi
ous sentiments, and equal rights and
privileges for all men irrespective of
nationality, color or religion; encour
age free schools, and resolve that not
one dollar appropriated to them shall
be applied to the support of any sec
tarian school; resolve that neither
State nor Nation shall support insti
tutions save those where every child in
the land may get common school edu
cation, unmixed with atheistic, pagan
or sectarian teachings. Leave the mat
ter of religion to thq family altar.
Keep the church forever separate."
Mr. Editor. I believe Presddent!
Grant's Des Moines spiech is the most
patriotic speech made in this country
since the days of Patrick Henry.
Hgnry spoke and argued against the
tyrany of Great Britain; Webster and
Lincoln In their patriotic speeches
against secession; Grant In his great
patriotic speech warned us against ig
norance, superstition and sectarianism,
which are far greater evils than the
tyrany of Britain or secession.
• • • •

KEMP’S
BALSAM
the children

COMPLETE AS SHOWN

To Be Had Only By Complete
Separation of Church and
State.

Page Five

CHANGES IN PRUNING
Closed Head Type New Being
Practiced — Coming Dem
onstrations.

Don’t let

lit spite cf the fact that pruning was
not one of the regular county projects
this year, there were 23 demonstra
tions arranged at the planning meet
ing. says the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bu
reau News. During the coming month
the remaining demonstrations will be
held.
The method of pruning apple trees
Z
z.
• has changed during the past few years.
Instead of the heavy pruning and open
head method, advocated by previous
RAZORVILLE
orehardists, now light pruning and
Closed head type of tree is being pracThe many friends of Mrs. Evrfba Maroon i ticed. This system has proved much
will be pained to learn of her critical Illness. i mere satisfactory both
from the
Her son Harold L. Marson and daughter Mrs. standpoint of the tree itself and also
F. .1. Wlilti omb of Syracuse, N. V., reached
her a few days ago and they are verv loud i a financial basis. The method used
in their praises of Frank E. BeM of Augusta •and proper tools will be explained by
who very kindly brought them out from Au County Agent Wentworth at the follow
gusta.
Whey they reached that city hurry
ing as fast as steam would bring them they ing demonstrations:
April 8—^Nobleboro, E. G. Creamer’s
found there was no public conveyance tiiut
wanted to bring them 25 miles through tiie 10 a. tn.
mud and srow.
They were ready to pay any
April 8—Nobleboro, Carroll Wlnprice in order to reach their mother.
A kind
hearted policeman whose name they were un chenpaw, 1.30 p. in.
able to learned started out to procure trail April 9—Bremen, Norris Waltz, 10
portation -and soon returned with Mr. Best
who spared no time nor favored Ills car but a. in.
soon had them at their de.cination.
They,
April 9—Bremen, John Can well, 1.30
and in fact the whole family including the p. m.
very si. k mother, will never forget Mr. Best
April 10—Bristol, Chester Coombs
nor the big hearted policeman
The new s’ale b’ackboards su’d chemh,,.l 10 a. m.
closets have arrived for the Ruzorville schoolApril 10 Bristol, Mr. I Io; cker’s. 1.30
house, the closets alone and tiie labor in si
ting them will probably exceed $566.
It p. tn.
set ins to ninny that If the law compels ho
April 11—Warren T. C. Chaffee’s.
lated places like this to put in such expensive 10 a. m.
toilets it will soon drive the taxpavers out of
April 12—Rockland, P. L. 8. Morst
Morse,
town so there will be no use for closets.
The person or persons responsih'e for this law ’<1.30 a. m.
niufct have been millionaires and never was In
April 22—Waldoboro, Foster Jamea country place, hut the taxpayers feel that
this great burst of wisdom is u serious tiling, son’s, 10 a. m.
and like Ford cars the first cost is nut all
April 23—West Rockport, Ilenry
there is of it, and it looks as though it meant Kontlo’s, 10 a. m.
not only a continuous expense, but also no
May 7—Camden, E. L. Mathews, 10
end of trouble In the operating.
The school a? West Washington v.ill begin a. in.
April 7 with Mrs. Lola Powell of South Lib
Reforesting work is something new,
ty teacher.
There will be no school on
the Mountain and the school at KazorvIUo not only in the county but in the State.
will accommodate those from that district and A large amount of waste land is being
the Light district.
Miss Louise Lincoln will
be tiie teacher at Itazorvllle. which will bag’.n utilized by the large lumber companies
April 14 at will ail the others.
through the setting out of pine and
A brand new young winter came to this spruce. Also private owners are seeing
p’ace Tuesday night and all day Wednesday
when the snow came down as fast as it did the advantage of putting idle land to
ny day in mid winter and the wind blowing work by reforest ing.
a gaie, piling tiie snow in drifts several feet
With the price of pine lumber what
leep In some places, nearly a foot of snow
imiing in ail.
Toe gnu nil hog (and many it is today, a good timber lot is a valu
others) said, “I told you so,” when Candlemas able asset to any farm. In Knox-LinDay was so p ea taut.
coin counties there are many hundred
Alfred ('. Vanner h quite sick with the
uevai Ir.g distemper (hat is going the rounds. acres that could he profitably set out
Mrs. Hanford Jones h his nurse.
t i soft wood. Through the Extension
Missionary W. E. Over’oek went to South Service and Farm Bureau co-cperatLiberty Tuesday afternoon to officiate at the
ing, demonstration plots have been
fun**.al nt the late Albert F. Light.
Mrs. Addle O. Farrar of this place, who will arranged in several of the towns. One
soon be XI years of age. can be counted ns or more acres will be set out. These
me of the smart old ladles.
Besides doing
ail tier housework, making calls and doing her plots will be used to show the advant
hopping, she has during the winter months age of reforesting and anyone inter
braided i rug with tine even braids that would ested is requested to he present at the
do great credit to a much younger person,
made a crazy quEt. side-si itching by hand planting demonstration.

Cough, and

7

§109.18

$109.18

This set is solid walnut, best quality, finest workmanship at the epoch making
price of $109.18 complete. This is an example of Studley values. Remember, the
set is Complete as Shown, only.................................................................................. $109.18
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nated them still live, and evidently
that of the Reform Association has
taken up its abode beneath the “white
hoods.”
In the autumn of 1876 the writer of
tliis communication attended a Re
publican rally at Union, and heard
Seth Milliken say that the iXmocrats
nominated honest Horace Greeley for
their candida.te in 1872 to cover up
their war record, of which they wen
ashamed. Itut Greeley's white hat nor
his coat were large enough to hide the
record, which could plainly 1»< seen
trailing below his coat-tail.
Milliken’s illustration . pplh.s to the
Ku Klux. The v. lute rob. s are not
huge enough to hide the spirit that
once dwelt in the R form Association.
It is the spirit of the old Reform As
sociation- that speaks, an l tells us th. X
“A Godleg > i alien cannot Jong: prosper,”

Why did Grant predict a “contest .in
the near future?” Early in the Seven
ties quite a number of narrow sectar
ians got together and organlzetl “The
National Reform Association.” The
aim of tliis association was to graft
God into our Constitution, ar.d wave
the banner—the bloody banner of sec
tarianism—over the dome of our na
tional capitol. where stands benign
and pure the Goddess of political and
religious liberty.
These sectarians were honest. God
fearing men, and believed they were
doing the wi* of God. But they were
narrow and suiieistltluus, and the God
they worshipped was so small and con
tracted you might have put him in a
snuff-box. Td counteract this sectar
ian movement, the Liberal League was
organized, having for iLs object the
complete separation cf church and
state. They believed the State gov
ernments should be made to conform
with the National government, from
which religion was excluded. In other
words no State should discriminate
against anybody on account of his re
ligious belief or disbeih f.
As there was a partial union of
church and state in some sections they
were deprived of their religious rights.
In North Carolina J. W. Thorn, a
Quaker, was expelled from the Legis
lature hecauss ha^did not believe God
had hands and feet. Mr. Thorn be
lieved in God, but he believed that God,
unlike man, was without form and pas
sions. His opponents claimed that tiie
God in the North Carolina Constitution
was a personal God, a God with form
and passions, who was angry with the
wicked and chastises them. From
their view point a God without form
and passions was Just no God at all,
hence Mr. Thorn was expelled, on the
ground of atheism.
In New York a Mr. Treat was not al
lowed to give evidence in court on ac
count of his atheism. But Mrs. Vic
toria Woodhull, the most notorious
free-lover the world ever produced,
who disgraced the country by the pub
lication of the Beecher scandal, was
accepted as a witness by this same
court, simply because she believed in a
future life.
• o • a
The fundamental principles of the
Liberal League, which was organized
to give men like Thorn, Treat and
others their religious rights, sup
ported some of the finest and ablest
intellects to be found at ithat time in
the Republican parly, including Fran
cis E. Abbot, Rev. O. B. Frothlngham,
James G. Blain, Robert G. Inger.-oll.
Charles Sumner, Ulysses Grant and
many other distinguished men.
The influence of these giant minds
was more than a match for those re
ligious fanatics who supported the Re
form Association, and the movement
to put God Into the Constitution was
defeated. Then as now the progressive
element in the church was against hav
ing God in the Constitution.
In the Seventies the Protestant sec
tarians were not the only enemies of
our free Institutions. In some sections
the Catholics were appropriating pub
lic school funds to the support of pa
rochial schools.
The following correspondence is
quoted from the Louisville Catholic
Advocate: “Having heard in an unre
liable way the school of East St. Louis
had granted to Catholic parochial
schools their pro rata share of the
school funds, we were gladdened, but
doubted the truth of the report."
The following letter was received in
reply:
East St. Louis, Aug. 4. 1875.
Editor Catholic Advocate: Yours of
the 28th ult. received. The scrap of
news hailing from East St. Louis Is
title. The board of education permits
us to select our own teachers. You
seem anxious to knew how c, me ■ It
that our schools are supported by the
public funds. Well, it is this way:
The majority of our population are
Caithollcs and they elect Catholic di
rectors. This is the key that solves
the grant. Yours very respe -tfully,
P. J. O'Falloran.
a • a a
When President Grant saw the
Protestant sectarians trying to under
mine our Constitution, saw men like
Thorn and Treat deprived of their
rights, saw Catholics appropriating
public school funds to sectarian Insti
tutions. do you wonder that he should
say: “Let us all labor for equal rights
and privileges for all men, Irrespective
of nationality, color or religion.''
Nearly 50 years have slipped by since
Giant gave us that patriotic spaech.
The Natior.oJ Reform Association and
the Liberal League have crumbled and
are dust, but the spirits that doml-

STUDLEY, INC.
and that “the Free Public Schools
should be the vehicle for Bible reading
and instruction, and that no atheist,
infidel,. skeptic or non-believer should
be allowed to teach in the public
schools.”
Who are the “infidels and non-be
lievers?” In the eyes of sectarian
bigots ail are “infidels” who disbelieve
in miracles and superstition, including
scientists, evolutionists and modern
ists.
Prohibit the “infidels” from
teaching in our public institution and
we would return to the dark ages,
where kings boasted that they could
neither read nor write.
1 am an optimist and believe that our
statesmen will be inspired by the spirit
of Democracy and defeat the sectarians
in their efforts to establish an eccles
iastical d spotism on ‘the American
continent. Let the Ku Klux confine

AVOID WORRY OVER

FINANCIAL MATTERS
Tin' best way to avoid worry over financial
matters is to build a fund for such protec

tion now. Invest your money safely—deposit
it regularly at tbe Rockland National Bank.
4rr

/« Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Bockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
MCMBLR federal RESERVE SYSTEM^

their work to the enforcement of the
prohibitory law, the abolition of the
spoils system which is the source of
political corruption, and the regulation
of immigration, and then they will get
the support of all the good people.
C. A. Miller.
Union, Me.
DODGE BREAKING ALL RECORDS

Says Fred C. Dyer, the local dealer;
Since Decembe.r 1st, Dodge Brothers
dealers have consistently broken all
previous records for delivery of cars to
customers. Materially increased fac
tory capacity and an unusual demand
for their n, w lint of cars has made this
performance possible.
In December, January and February
retail deliveries to customers were 32
per cent in excess of any similar
quarter in the history of the business.
Following this, retail deliveries for the
first two weeks in March have been
over 4.000 each week, which is the first
time this figure has been riached so
early in the year. Each week’s deliv
eries establishes a new high record.
Factory production in December. Jan
uary. February totaled 51,521. 25 per
cent greater than the same months of
last year, which was Dodge Brothers
peak for these months. Dally produc
tion in March is averaging virtually
nine hundred cars per day.
Dodge Brothers are able to compile
accurate sales lnfoimation because oi
tbe co-operation of their dealers
throughout the entire United States
and Canada who send In a weekly re
port cf all retail deliveries made to
customers. Through these reports they
have an accurate, detailed record of ex
act conditions existing in each sales
territory. Their calculations are based
upon the number of cars actually con
sumed by the public, as they believe
this to be the only true indication of
sales conditions.
The constantly climbing delivery
records coupled with increasing pro
duction. lead Dodge Brothers to be
lieve that the first six months of 1924
will total by far the greatest six
months in the history of their business.
"Dodge Brothers is not fur sale," says
President F. J. Haynes, according to a
credited statement given out in De
troit in answer to what appears to lie a
perpetual question in banking circle
"The success of the company's product
is so satisfactory that no change in
cither car or .the management is con
te.mplated. Our business is growing
steadily and healthfully every year.
There is no occasion for selling it. and
still less for combining it with any
other makers. The company is a more
complete economic unit in the automo
bile industry now than at any time in
its history; it is becoming self-contain
ed to a greater degree every year. In
any right merger there must be real
benefits to each participant in propor
tion to the strength contributed by
each; so far Dodge Brothers has not
had any occasion to consider a
merger.”
,
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every pi ■ e to tiie foundation for tile who c
pu t wiiii stitches that any y »ung woman who
lias good eyesight and tiie nimble fingers of
outli might envy.
She Is not “all tired
out” either.
She takes an active interest in
ille topics of the day and especially politics
and It would be hard to find anyone wiio is
better posted on all these things.

SIMONTON
Previous to the regular monthly meeting of
the Community Assoilatlon Thursda.v night a
bountiful supper was given in the ha’I annex
onslsting of baked hcani, brown and white
bread, phklts, doughnuts, cake ai.d pies of
arlous kinds, all prepar d and <- aitribuled
by the ladies and served under tli ■ personal
direction ot Mrs. Fred Buzzell assisted by
Mr< J. C. Melvin.
Those serving were Mr;.
Edith BflZZeTI. Mrs. Einesiln- HuzziH and
Misses Lillian Miller, Mabel Man-ello and Celia
Fo>sett.
Ample justice wa., done to the sup
per und every one prsnouneed it a great suc
cess.
A similar atTair w-i'l lie lu <1. on the
e\ ening of each regular meting .he f’rst
Thursday io each month, until further notice.
After the business meeting the numhers en
joyed dancing until a lute hour to mitric of
the new p<;;\ r piano.
Tiie Saturday night dances continue to be
well patronized and are tiie source of much
enjoyment.
Beginning last Saturday nigli.
and continuing hereafter admission to tin* hall
will i»e m ticket to be procured before en
tering; no mono will be rol’ected on the floor
as heretofore.
The birds are making their appearance after
the jmmg Idlzzard to which v.e were treated
’a.-t week.
John Enzzell sold one of hl.i cows last week
to Mike Hall of Camden.
Fred Wellman's crew i» doing the wood saw
Ing for tiie community.
Mrs. Elizabeth Aunis has been quite ill but
is now Improving.
The school opened last week for tile spring
term after vacation.

Return all milk hotties this week.
Price will be reduced to five cents,
beginning Monday, April 14.
Perry's
Market.—Adv.

The sure way io put pep into yourjob
on a rainy day is to £et into a

FISH
BRAND

Reflex
Slicker
<\0WEJ?5

MONHEGAN
The Cloudln Wlncapaw estate has been sold
to the Trlbler Cottages.
Mrs. Eleanor Kincaid, who has been visit
ing Mrs. Charles Dyer, has returned home to
South Portland.
Miss Jsabel Tribler of Cape Porpoise and
Mrs. Leila Kent of Portland are guests of
friends this week.
(Mrs. Eliza J. Pierce liar, returned home from
Portland where she lias spent the winter.
Capt. and Mrs. Ellsworth H. Wallace arc
spending a few days in Friendshiy.
Mr. »n»l Mrs. George Pierce have returned
to their heme here for the summer.
Capt. and Mrs. Otis Thompson ami children
nre visit!.ig friends in Pleasant Point.

?Z»/B8A3P
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COLUMBIA RECORDS
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V7e cordially invite accounts, large or small,
Feeling that relations once established will
bcc.r-.o permanently agreeable and mutually
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD r

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

for

*

VAugusta, ?. i? (X) a tn., |7.30a. ra., fl-lOp. ia.t
Huugot. A$7.<K)a. nt.,f7.3() a. m., tl.lOp. in. 1
Hutton, A j -00 u ui.,t/.3O a. in., tl- 10 p.m. 1
Drutiswick,Aj7.lX)u.tn.,tL30a. m., fl-lOp. m.,'
t
p. in.
i
Lewiston, A§7 (K)a. m., |7.30a. ra.. tl-10p. m.
New York, jl.lOp. ra.
i
Portland, Af7.00a. in., 17.30 a. ra., tl-lOp. m.,
15.30 p. ra.
i
Waterville, A87.00 a.ra.,17.30a.ra.,|l lOp.ra. 1
Wo.ilwich, A $ 7-00 ii.ni . 17.30 a.ra.,tl.lO p. ra.,

|5.30 p. ra.

A Passvngi rs provide cwn ferriage Bath to Woolwi.'h.
t Laily, except Sunday.
i
l». C 1)01 GLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,* ’
9 21-23 V. 1‘. Gtii’l M.;r. t.en’l Passenger -Mt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

BANGOR LINT—SPRING SCHEDULE
Effective March 31
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursday and
at 8.66 r. M. for Boston.
Return all milk hotties this week. Saturday
Return leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
Price will be reduced to five eenls, and Fridays at 5.66 P. M.
Leave Ko klaiul
beginning M-.nday, April 14.
Perry’s Tuesdays, Tlmr.days and Saturdays at 5.66 A.
M.; Camden 5 45 A. M. ; Belfast 7.15 A. M.;
Market.—Adv.
Ilucksnort 6.66 A. M. : Winterport 9.36 A. M.;
Due Bangor 16 66 A. M.
Return—Leave Bangor. Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays at 2.66 P. M. for Boston and
ROCKPORT
wav landings, doe the following morning about
7.66 A. M.
Mi is Doris Butterfield and three cf her class
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
mates nio. ired to Beifxst Satu-d.iv enroute io
BAR HARBOR LINE
(’ftsline where they arc attending .Virmil
Heliool.
Leave Po klaiul Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Carter are moving f icn Futurdavs at -5 A. M. for North Haven. HtonC< nuncr.'l il street to one of the teiv'iik'iKs Ing'on. Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
recently fitted up in the Camden Sitings
Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11 A. M.
Trust Co. Block.
Re. urn heave Bar Harbor Tuesdays, Thurs
M s. Cora Ta'.lmt and son Willlntn Talti H days and Saturdays at 1.66 P. M. for Bockof Rockland were guests of Miss Marlon Weld land and way landing*.*.
man Sunday.
BLUE HILL LINE
Tlrs. R. A. Burns was at home from Rales
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Ccilegc f./r the weekend.
Saturdays at .5 66 A. M. for Dark Harlwir,
The Knltsiinisosuni Club was pleasantly en South
Sargent vilic. Deer Isle.
tertainvd Monday evening at the home of Mrs. I rooklln,Brooksville.
South Biuihill, due HluchIU 11.60
.S’Ina Carrnli
Refreahmonts were served.
A.
M.
Brainerd Paul has returned to Rowdnln Col
Return have Bluehlll Tuesdays, Thurs
iege after spending the vacation wltli his days
ai: ! Saturdays at 12.36 P. M. for Rock
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Paul.
land
and way landings.
Benjarn’ii Butterfield has returned from
At
Boston connection Is made via the Met
Houlton where he has been employed by the ropolitan
Line express freight steamers for
Maine Potato Growers' Exchange.
New
York
and points South and West.
Mrs. Ambrose Upham and daughter Elsie of
MAINE
STEAMSHIP LINE
Lincolnville baveibevn in town for a few days.
Portfant-New York Freight Service
Trygve Hel cad’ has returned to tiie I’niver
Direct
Irtiglil
Service
between Portland and
spy of Maim after spending a weeks vaeatl m
New \ ork Is rt&umed from the New State I’ler,
wltli his | i.rents. Mr. and Mrs. II Helslad
Portland.
Me.
Sailings
Tuesdays, Thursday*
Miss Ve»ia McKenney was at home from
Rockland to spend Satuday with her parent:.. and Haturiia.vM each way.
Thioiigh
rales
and
direct
track connections
Mr. and Mis. ('. L. McKenney.
William A. Libby returned Saturday from the wlolt Maine Central and Grand Trunk RailKnox Hospital, Rockland, where he has liven roiuls.
F. S. SHERMAN. Supt., Rockland, Maine.
toi treatment.
His many fik-nda wish for
It. S. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Me.
him a speedy recovery.
.Plans are being made for a union Easter
concert to be given by the pupils of tiie lletli
Vinalhaven and Rockland
odist and Baptist Sunday Schools which will
he given at the M. E. Churcli Easter Sunday
Steamboat Co.
morning.
The Methodist church had a One Day Cam
Tiie direct route between
palgn Saturday. April 5 to raise the budget tothe ensuing year.
At this writing over $17110 ROCKCALD. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
had been raised and it Is expecte.l that when
STON NGTGN AND SWAN’S ISLAND
all reports are In thoy will have nearly if not
quite reached tbe goal, which was set at $2000.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
The committee ot arrangements eonaisted of
(Subjoct to change without notice)
Lierett B. F. Libby, H. L. Withee, Mrs. Ehabetli
Libby. Ike team captainfc were Ralph Be.r*. IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURS0AY, JAN. X
Erenest Patterson, Earl Dunton. Marion Weid
1924
man, Mrs. Ernest Patterson. Mrs. Amy Miller.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sunlaya
George Huntley, Mrs. Emma Torrey. Chair at 5.36 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
man of Tag Day assisted by Mrs. Cuelldla Vlnnllinvcn and Rockland.
Caln. Team 1. E. O. Patterson, captain, Earl
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. for
D«»w. R. F. Cro<kett. Everett Libby, Theo La- Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Folle-y, C. S. Gardner.
Team 2, Ar.nur Her Sw au’s Island.
ry, captain, II. L. Withee. Walter Ballard.
W. S. WHITE,
Wesley Thurston, J. C. Davis, Charles Kibble.
General Manager.
Team 3, Earl Dunton captain. Lawrence Rich
Rockland. Maine. Jan. 3. 1924.
ards, Earle Davis, Henry Bryant, Lowell Payaon. Capt. Charles Stanley.
Team 1. George
Ilutley captain. Harry MacDonald. Randall
Stanley, Lon Morrill. George McLellan, Fred
Kcllar. Team 5, Mrs. E. <>. Patterson captain,
Mrs. Annie (’lark, Mrs. Gertrude* Havener,
Mrs. George Huntley, Mrs. S. 11. Crocker, Mrs Hundreds More in Rockland in th.
Ethel York.
Team 6, Marion Weidman cap
Same Plight.
tain, Mrs. Nellie Ballard, Mrs. Hattie Stanley,
Mrs. Vesta (hay, Mrs. Minnie Piper, .Mrs. Eli/
abeth Libby.
Team 7, Mrs. Amv Miller cap
Tired all the time;
tain, Mrs. (’ora Morrill. Mrs. Gra Burns. Mrs.
Weary and worn out night and day;
Hu«e Richards, Mrs. Susie Berry. Mrs. Wil
I lad; ncheg; head aches.
Ham Spear.
The children selling tags were
Ernest Croikett who collected
; Maxine
Your kidneys nre probably weaken
Spofford $6.22; Clarence Collauiore $4.90; Ruth
Miller $1.65; Doris Wellman $1 19
Others ed.
You should help thtm at their work.
who sold tags were Gwendolyn Morrill. Elinor
Robinson, Doris Payson, Gertrude Noyes, Tbe
Let one who knows tell you how.
resa Ingersoll, Evelyn Hindis, Augusta Soyes.
Mrs. M. W. Emery, 5 Lisle St., Rock
Elizabeth Palmer, Carolyn Graffam, Richard
Davis, Mary Veaic.
The total amount col land. says: "My kidneys were In bad
lected by the yoeng people was $.'»0.36. Sup shape, and my back nearly killed mo
per was ser^eil in tiie vestry Friday and Satur
day nigifs fin the workers by tiie Ladies’ Aid. with pain. This misery broke my rest
wiio did their part on tiie campaign which at night and the next morning I felt
was so sunccessful.
more tired than before going to bed.
Mary Ada Watts, wife of Leslie R. Watts of
Rockport, whose death occurred in Rockland My feet and ankles swell: d awfully anti
Friday, March 28. was born in Itock'and Jan I had dizzy spells.
1 began using
9. 1895 and was ttie daughter of tiie late Doan's I'llls from Kittredge's Phar
Henry C. and Amanda E. (Lainbi Day.
For
I wasn't
a number ol years she lived in Rockport macy and relief followed.
where she was known as a kind-hearted neigh long In getting entirely over the
I,or and friend.
Besides her huslian I she trouble. 1 have been free from any of
leaves three daugliters, Mrs. A!he Arrowsmith of Fort Valley, (hi.. Mrs. Kate Morgan my former symptoms and Doan’s get
and Mrs. Leola Howard of Rockland. She Is the credit.”
also survived by a half sister, Mrs. George
Price 6Ce. at all dialers.
Don't
Orcutt and two half brother, Austin and
Albert Day.
Funeral services were held Sun simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
day afternoon. March 36 at 2 oclo'-k at Bur Dunn's Pills—the same that Mrs.
pee’s undertaking parlor Rev. E. V. Allen of
the Methodist church o.liciatlng.
Interment Emery had. Poster-Mil!,urn Co.. Mfrs..
was in tiie family lot In Achorn cemetery.
Buffalo, X. Y.
George Melvin Mills died Friday, April 4
a’ tlte Home of his sister Mrs. Sarah D Up
ham on Pleasant street, after an illness of
about four weeks.
He was botn hi < mid n
71 years ago and was the son of the late
Darius and Charlotte (Arey) Mills.
The
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
greater part of his life was spent in his native
Tk« Fams,ii Shsst Sal. ym aw
town.
Foe some time previous to Ills death
tt,Mt ta all th. tMidisa matulaaa. O.sr
he resided in Lincolnville.
During tiie weeks
5200 Mlaction,—aa«4 far eatala...
of his Illness be was subjected to severe
suffering and was tenderly ministered to by
MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockland, Me.
Ills devoted sister Mrs. rpliam.
He leaves
two other sisters Mrs. Matilda E. Wlieehr of
Rockland, Me., and Mrs. Addie Leighton of
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Everett, Mass., and a brother Judson I*. Mills
of Rockland, Mass.
Funeral services were
106 PLEASANT STREET
held Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock at the
home of his sister in Rockport. Rev. Andrew
Young of tiie Baptist church (initiating.
in PLUMBING
HEATING
terment was in Mountain street cemetery. Cam
den.
TEL. 244-W.

ALL

TIRED

OUT

Every owner or keeper, on the first day of
April, of a dog more than four months old.
shall annually before the tenth day of said
April, cause It to he registered, numbered, dosorlbed and licensed for one \ear commencing
DEALERS
with the first day of April aforesaid, in tile
Using Potter V Sales Books
office uf the clerk and shall keep around Its
gives the impression that you are
neck a collar distinctly marked with the own
er’s name and its registered number, and shill
particular about your records.
pay fo said clerk for a license the sum of one
THE POTTER PRESS
dollar and fifteen cents for each male dog and
531 SOUTH ST_______ WUTHJM. MATS
for each female dog Incapable of producing
young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen
14BT2Kt
cents for each female dog capable of producing
Anting. Any person becoming the owner or
keeper of a dog after the first day of April
not duly licensed as herein reqiilrsd, shall
within ten days after be becomes tlte owner
or keeper of said dog, cause said dog to be
described and licensed as provided above.
Every owner or keeper of dogs, kept for breed
ing purjwses may receive annually a special
PLUMBING
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
dogs for said purpose, provided be keeps said
SHEET METAL WORK, 8TOVE
dogs within a proper enclosure. When the
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
number of Jogs so kept does not exceed ten.
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
tiie fee for said license shall tie ten dol’ars and
fifteen cents; when tbe number of dogs so
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,
117-tt
kept exceeds ten, tbe fee for such license shall
Don’t miss “Fhe Prince and the
I
l»e twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and no fees GooAe-Girl,” at Watts Hall, Thomaston,
HOT WATER AND STEAM
shall he required tor the dogs of such owner
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
HEATING
43-45
or keeper under the age of six months. Dogs April 21 anil 22.
l covered by kennel license shall he exempted
Offlra: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
20 Franklin Street, ■ . Rockland
from the provisions of tills section requiring
OlWea
Hour,: I tu 3 art 7 to ( P. »
registration,
numbering,
and
collaring.
—
KeeKeystone
Cigars
—
Mild,
Sumatra
Telephone 424-1
(iou 102, Chapter 4, R. S.
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.— Rtaidaaw uatll I A. M. aad ky A,rolMa«M
l»7-tfI
£. U. KEENE, tltj Clekr.

$HO

SHEET MUSIC 15c

E. Howard Crockett

I

1

33-O

34-tf

Ttltohwat: RatMaaw, 41-4:
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THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

TANLAC KNOCKED OUT
TROUBLES SAYS BOUVIER

In Everybody’s Column

Summer Cottages and Board
FOR SALE OR Lfct—Slx-ronm Imuw with

Mrs. Charles Griffin and Mrs. Will
rookroom on Cranberry Island, Frle’idshlp.
0. F. JOHNSON, Friendship.
42*47
Doyen of Mapleton are guests of rela
SELL OR RENT—Summer cottage at Pleas
tives and friends in town for a few
Lost and Found
ant Beach, South Thomaston.
Beautiful lo
days.
Cottage comfortable and
well
‘LOST—March 18. White Poodle dog: name cation.
Mrs. Jennie Stearns of Camden was
ultimate purpose of lightening and
Good
“Teddy.”
Please return to LUELLA JONES. equipped for at least six persons.
In Memoriam
garage.
ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland, Me.
Union, Maine.
41*46
a Saturday visitor at Mrs. Lawrence
equalizing
the
burdens
of
taxation.
lutely
gone.
I
had
always
been
con

■Seldom does a Republican Conven
39-tf
Dunn’s.
—A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte. \ou
Economy and Taxation
“I Could Hardly Sleep, Had stipated but now worse than ever and canFOUND
hare
It
delivered
in
5-<al.
lots
to
your
Mrs. Helen Bryant and Miss Harriet tion meet under the shadi w of a great
I was mighty near all to pieces.
Reduction in Federal taxation brings
home anywhere In Rockland free. For service
Used Cars
Burgess are In Washington, 1). C., for sorrow incident to the loss of its lead
No Appetite, Suffered From “But Tanlae knocked out my troubles call
MOODY’S, 455-M.
I lf
small relief to the average citizen of
a two weeks’ visit.
er.
We mourn with the world the Maine if State. City and Town taxes
so thoroughly I have never taken a
Gas,
Heartburn,
Heabaches
FORD SEDAN—Just overhauled; four new
Mrs. John Creighton and daughter
dose of medicine since. I am the proud
tires.
Can be seen at ROCKLAND GARAGE,
loss of Warren G. Harding who so continue to increase. The State should
Wanted
have returned from Boston.
or call at 4 Willow St., for information.
and Dizzy Spells,” Says possessor of what I rail a new stom
43*43
The Ladies’ Aid. r'f the M. E. church safely brought this country through point the way to lower taxes by
WANTED— Plain conk fur tile season at
ach and feel rejuvenated all over. My
Massachusetts Man.
home on Vlnslhavrn
»'ll. II GKAK
REO ROADSTER—Small mileage, perfect con
are invited to meet at the home of the strife and turmoil of conflicting strict economy in the expenditure of
appetite can’t be satisfied, 1 sleep like siiiunur
FAM, 11 North St.. Xtw'.uatlllc. Mass.
dition, extra shoe and ritu and a lot of ex
Mrs. Margaret
Stewart Thursday ideas and disturbed political and econ public funds.
43*54
tras.
Just out of the paint shop.
Price
‘Two years a»t>,” recently stated I hadn't a nerve in my make-up, my
Highways
morning nt 9.30 for an all-day omic conditions following the World
40 45
weight
has
gone
up
ten
pounds,
and
WANTED—SALESMAN to travel with man $600. OREL E. DAVIES.
Fred
A.
Bouvier,
99
New
Bridge
street.
We
endorse
the
policy
of
the
last
session. Picnic
dinner served
at War into the ways of peace and order
tai route covering Main, *»rv4lory. Anwiy
FOR SALE—REO TOURING CAR.
('. A.
West Springfield Mass., ”1 had nearly 1 am stronger and feel finer than In 4ager
Willow Ml reel, MR. GRIFFIN.
43*45
noon. As this is the last meeting at home and into friendly relationship Legislature, in providing a more lib
HAMILTON. Iftt Main St.
<8-48
years. 1 shall recommend Tanlae and
eral
policy
in
the
construc
’
ion
of
our|
”
VM
’
y
trcublc
that
goes
with
a
bud
previous to the Easter sale, April 16, with all nations abroad.
FORD RUNABOUT convertible winter top,
the Vegetable Pills as long as I live."
WANTED—Position as Bookkeeper or Stethird Class and marketing roads, and stomach and thought 1 would wind up
TELE new truck body, new mud guards, Firestone
a full attendance is desired.
Tanlae is for sale by all good drug nogr&tfier. regular or •subdt’ltiik*.
We give thanks for the life of our
HONE
726
W
Rockland.
43-tf
demountable
tires, new rear end.
( heap if
recommend
the
continuance
of
the
:l
nervous
wree
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Creighton have late President whose vision enabled
gists. Accept no substitute. Over 40
F. L. EMERY, Owl’s Head.
"I couM hardly sleep, had no appe
WANTED—A strong capable middle aged taken at once.
started on a journey which will end at America t^i lead the' world in the first same. The State should continue the
43*45
Million bottles sold.
woman for general housework and to as«i*t
policy of building our State highways tile. suffered from gas, bloating, heart
Steelton, l’a., the home of their son practical step toward World Peace.
in the cate of a semi-invalid. Address MRS.
OLDSMOBILF
TOURING
CAR
—
For
sale or
and bridges as fast as possible and burn, headaches and dizzy spells of the
James.
A. M. DOWS, 1A6- Smith St.. Lowell. Maaa.
exchange.
FREDERICK U. WALTZ.
Tel.
National Administration
provide funds therefor by a bond issue. I worst kind, and my strength was ab-m
Take Tanlae Vegetable Pills.
43-4.5
392-M.
43-45
Some of the adult classes in the Bap
The Republi in administration has The legislature should provide funds
MIDDLE AGED WOMAN for general house
tist Sunday school have ceased the use
STEVENS’ GARAGE PAINT ROOM has for
work. Apply to N. E. McAULlFFE, 27 Water sale 1922 Ford Truck, Dodge Touring, Maxwell
of quarterlies and use the Bible as a put in more than three years of hard for the maintenance of State roads and
delighted
the
Grange
with
a
dust-pan
St.
42-44
Touring
Cheap.
CALL 563-R.
3J-44
w’ork. rigid economy, reduction of for the extension and maintenance of] KNOX POMONA GRANGE
text book.
drill. The little folks dressed in
WANTED—Maid to do general housework,
1922 BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—In good con
William Spear of Warren was in taxes, elimination of waste, enactment our second and third class highways.
aprons
and
caps,
carrying
dust-pans,
two
in
family.
MRS.
W.
0.
FULLER,
tel.
303.
dition and ready to drive out.
Now Is the
of constructive legislation, whi.+ his
town Friday.
Agriculture
Lecturer’s Program Was a De brushes and duste’oths, and singing the
42-tf
time to buy your used car at your own price.
Bert Skinner of Camden was in town resulted in a revival of wage-earners
Call
A.
C.
JONES,
phone
570R
or FIRE
WANTED
—
Man
to
sell
made-to-measure
We
pledge
ourselves
to
aid
in
every
and a general economic rehabilitation,
lightful Feature of This Big little song to correspond with the drill. clothing direct to wearer. SCOTT SYSTEM— PROOF GARAGE. Phone 889
1«*»f
Friday.
legitimate way the development of our ]
Misa Louise Dolliver and Miss Faith Wholesale Tailors, 99 Bedford St., Boston.
which
has
given
to
our
Nation
a
Miss Edna Hilt was a recent visitor
agricultural resources. We approve of
Lurvey delighted the company with
M-42-53
Gathering.
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Lottie sounder rational prosperity than ex our college of agriculture and experi
Miscellaneous
recitations, Miss Marie Brown. Miss
WANTED—Second-hand Typewriter at HUS
ists anywhere in the w. rid.
Carnage, in South Bristol.
ment station.
CURTAIN
TASSELS MADE TO ORDER;
TON
TUTTLE
BOOK
CO.
11-13
Ethel
Quinn,
Miss
Lois
Ross
and
CarKnox
Pomona
Grange
held
its
April
Through the enactment of the Bud
The toothsome smelts are now being
also Braided woolen rag rugs.
MRS. RAWForestry
WANTED—Cash paid for second-hand gas SON. 50 Holmes St.
get l-’. v and strict <■ on my the i iter-i
Tel. 827-M.
43*48
dipped from local rivers.
session at Rockland Highlands as roll Boardman sang. “The Same Old
fixtures,
brackets,
globes
and
shades.
CALL
We
are
cognizant
<
f
the
fact
that
Story,
in
the
Same
Old
Way.
”
Mrs. Louise Dizer, who has been estbearing publi ■ d, lit hrs
NORSING Mrs A. T. Smith Is at Mrs.
the i the regular consumption of wood by Ith* «uest
Pleasant Valley Grange,
749-B after 5 o’clock.
41*46
The
State
of
Maine
song
was
n
pret

Leo's. 19 Gurdy St., and will receive calls for
keeping house for George Cross, Jr., dueed 92.400.000.000. rh; h
WANTED—Housekeeper In family of 3—one general nursing, or to care for an invalid.
- ! * ur mills ami the destruction by lire (dinner being furnished by the host ty feature of the program.
It made a
iiiuual interest chai’.m
has returned to Portland.
willing to go in country; work easy, good home Will go out of town if wanted.
TEL. 422-1.
ami
insects
are
depleting
our
forests.
Grange at the noon hour to about 150 very handsome tableau, for the song, for the right person.
In the gale Monday an electric wire 000; routi.e expe lit tires < f the G vC. C. CHILDS, tele
42 44
with Miss Mirle Brown as the cen phone 11-21 Union.
41-tf
ernmen have b•?<en r- .’u * <1 more lh.tr. We favor increased protection from patrons.
was broken on Green street.
WALL
PAPER
I
have
1924
samples
of
Bos, h
tire
and
ins
*cts
and
urge
some
meas

tral figure, holding a Maine shield,
•
-: the number of
WANTED—A scow to be used as landing Wall Paper, the very latest styles at rea
Edward Pelley has rented the lower $2,000.0’’0 o ,u a •fa
In the absence <** the Worthy Master, with Miss Mildred Sprague and Miss dock
12x30 or larger.
CLYDE O. AMES, sonable prices.
ir » Mb . tl payroll has ure {> r reforestation that shall be actu
Tel. 941-W and I will call.
tenement in the Episcopal rectory and employee.-W. A. Moody, James Dornan, the Ellen Fernald at her side, all in white, North Haven.
<0*45
A. E. MORTON. 47 James Kt.
42-46
been relit, i 1 11(0 (.’<••’
In addition ally effective.
will occupy it soon.
worthy overseer of Knox Pomona, with crowns of the national colors
WANTE D—Chambermaid. THORNDIKE HO
Water Power
RIVERSIDE FARM ONLY $1750-209 Apple
Miss llattie Boardman of this town to the great , v <• re’ Ic’ * d our own
TEL.
Rockland.
Me.
H4
If
presided.
The
water
power
resolution
Trees; Horse, Cows. Machinery, tools, fodder
trimmed with silver and gold stars,
died at the. home of her sister, Mrs. citizens and the' w.ti. rough the
We recognize that the established
WANTED—Position aa chauffeur, or to drive included; easy living, early inde*|iendence;
Miss
results ot the Di* a/r. a meH Ccnfer- 1-olicy 11 this Stale is to retain Maine’s was discussed by O. Gardner—and all and hed the beautiful silk flag.
Clara Babb in Machias Sunday. Th
ee.sy drive village and RR. ; half mile school;
truck.
Will
go
anywhere.
ARTHUR
CROTTON
'te -» I the burdens hydro-electro energy within the State the Patrons agreed with him that the Louise Dolliver and Miss Victoria Rockport. Tel. 14-3 Camden.
fishing, boating, bathing in river; 73 acres
remains will arrive here Tuesday even en-ce which have
33-tf
resolutions
to
be
presented
at
State
divided loamy flllnNe, wire-fenced picture,
Curry
at
each
side
cf
the
stage
car

<•
Hapubli
*an
C
>rg
i
’
ss
of
all
peoples
ti
ing on the 9.15 train.
f. r the use t f our people and our in
WANTED
—
At
all
tiroes
Shaggy
cats
and
wood and 209 apple trees, sugar bush;
Grange should first be settled in the ried flags—the four little girls at the kittens.
The jurors who have been in at has taken dx lit he steps to liquidate
Highest prices paid.
TEL. 352-14 shaded 6-room house, stable.
Owner called
"UWv 'believe it is the function of the Subordinate Granges. If these things front of the stage, dressed to represent JOHN 8. RANLETT, Rockville, Me.
31-tf
awar* yours for $1759. If taken now. STROUT
tendance at the April session of the the great natlc tai d«'o‘ to those, our
FARM
AGENCY.
33
Miller
St..
Belfast.
Maine.
the
tillers
of
the
soil,
were
Carrol
tla War, who. for Stele to promote the welfare of its were done the delegates would be betSupreme Court have returned borne soldiers of the
43-45
ladened with legal knowledge and is. hav? suffered physi al impairment, citizens by encouraging them to utilize |ter Prepared to do the work required Gardne”. Virginia Brown. Faith Lur
F or Sale
NOTICE—Mrs. Myrtle Cayton has left her
cash.
ind has nppri pi at?d tor their beae- its natural resources under proper re-|°_f them while attending the State ges vey and Mary Haskell.. Miss VirFOR SALE—Six heifers, 2 cows (I fresh. 1 in home and board and I will pay no bills from
Knox Pomona had voted at ginia Brown very charmingly sang Mav) 25 cords dressing, delivered or in barn this date, the second day of April. EARNEST
Miss Susie Hahn who has been th, it more than SI.250,000 000—a greater strictions to provide for the conserva- s'ons41*43
HARBOR VIEW FARM 158 Camden SR. Tel. I CAYTON,
guest of Mrs. Abbie Feyler, returned ’tim than ha been a;rpr printed for tion thereof. We believe the State 1 Previous meeting to hold.open ses two solos.
43*45 |
The program was directed by the 357-W.
She was at
to her home in Warren Monday.
•ny other pot pcs- ex cpt the payment should, by all proper means, encourage I-'on ’or the lecturer.
NOTICE—Old floors made like new with my
FOR
SALE
—
2-tube
Green
tubes,
_
batJ
new
Elee.ric
Floor
Surfacing
Machine.
______ _____
‘
" am
the early and full development of the I HD^rty to select her program as she Knox Pomona lecturer, Mrs. Warren
Walter Powers has rented the west of the ptrMi • debt.
terles and phones, $35 cash. PEARL F. BAR uow prepared to surface new and old floors.
ern half of Vnion hall and will fit it
We gi forward without fear, we un Water Powers of Maine by private cap-1 thought best would entertain the Gardner and assisted by Mrs. L. L TER. care Kt Hair A Allen.
43-45
KENDALL HOPKINS. Camden, Me. Tel. 7-13.
Those who took part in the
49*45
up with machinery for a modern shoe hesitatingly assume responsibilitiy for ital. while at the same time protecting gu.ests. The address of welcome was Brown.
FOR SALE—24 H. P. 4 cylinder 4 cycle
repairing shop.
"he re ud • f the Republican party; such interests as the State may have given in a different form than it is entertainment were Carroll Boardman, Palmer
We are about to issue a Real Estate cata
engine with clutch. Atwater Kent Ig
Misses Elizabeth Lineken, Lorin '
favor tvery intelligent effort made in the locations susceptible of such usually given. As the curtain arose Arthur Penner, Marie Brown. Ethel nition. coils, carburetor, muffler, etc. As good log advertising Real Estate for sale or to rent
Would be pleased to
new.
Price $490 99
PALMER BROS.. In this section of Maine.
Orne, Margaret Hanley and L,
•a good faith to direct abuses of gov- development.
I the young people of Pleasant Valley Quinn. Lucy Quinn. Lois Ross, Louise as
list your property if for sale or rent.
Write
43-45
Matson,
Victoria 39 Portland Pier, Portland. Me.
Shorey returned by boat from Rechrnment and to punish unfaithful pub
Education
Grange who could be present, assisted Dolliver, Helen
for information to GEORGE E. ALLEN, Cam
FOR
SALE
—
My
household
furnishings
must
Curry,
Virginia
Brown,
Ellen
Fernald.
den,
Maine.
36-8-42
land Sunday to V. of M.
ic servants, but we unsparingly con
The Republicans of Maine take a by two visiting Patrons, were grouped
be SOLD AT ONCE. We are to be here for a
Percy Deinmons was called to Port
demn both the motives and the meth- Just pride in the development of its Jal the hack of the stage. Seven little Faith Lurvey, Carrol Gardner. Mary few days w as to dispose of same, consisting
NEUTRODYNE—We offer for saie one 5-tube
Haskell. Myrtle Sprague, Mildred of dining-room, sleeping-rooms and parlor fur latest model Freed Kiseman Neutrodyne Radio
land Monday by the death of an uncle. xls of those who in the name of in educational system from its beginning girls marched to the stage bearing
Receiver.
This receiver has been used as a dem
niture.
library
table
and
couch,
gas
stove
and
Mrs. Guy Boynton of Brownville is vestigation are attempting to assas in the primary grades to its culmina-1 latge white letter. Each little girl Sprague, llazcl Mank. The Knox Po
combination Glenwood Range, also • pictures, onstrator; guaranteed'In perfect condltoin. List
at T. B. Wyllie's.
sinate character and to impair confi tion in the State university. Public I gave a greeting, anil when all was com mona patrons have only words of chairs, etc.
Everything must be sold this price $150.69- -our price if taken at once
At the residence H. DAVIS. 232 $120.00 - price drops $5.09 per week until sold.
Benjamin F. Frye spent Sunday with dence in government and public men. funds cannot be better expended than 1 pleteel the letters said ’ Welcome.” The praise for the entertainment and went week.
HOUSK-8HERMAN, INC., 585 Main St.. Rock
43-45
his family.
We record our belief that when our in the extension and improvement of I chorus sang “We Come Again With home feeling fully repaid for the ef Broadway, Rockland, Me.
land. Me.
39-tf
tort made to be present.
FOR SALE—Small gas heater, cheap. COU
A. D. Davis & Son received the re tandard fell from the lifeless hand the facilities for the free education of I Sengs to Greet You."
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING- For
RIER-GAZETTE OFFICE. |
42-tf
mains of Margaret A. Ellis Monday, of President Harding, it could have all our youth.
such work call 349-M. Rockland. C. C. JOHN
M. R. Gilchrest of Thomaston was
FOR SALE—Pair dapple gray horset, weigh STON, 16 Pleasant St.________
whose death occurred in Portland April been carried forward by’ no more
57*48
While we recognize and command the .lie reader of the day and being a very
Return all milk bottles this week.
set new double harnesses, steel axel
4. Interment will be in Tenant's Har worthy success than our
VULCANIZING—I am now ready to vulcanize
present public service rendered by the numer- gifted man. of course met with favor Price will be reduced to five cents, 3100.
wagon.
Good trade for cash.
H. F. BUT- tires
and tubes at the lowest price, and Cord
bor.
Chief Excellency. We commend his ous private institutions of learning Twelve little girls sang, “Mothers cf beginning Monday, April 14.
42*44
Perry's ER. City.
tire guaranteeed.
Return by mall.
J. N.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cross, Jr., have exceptional intelligence, his calm eour- within the State, we believe public | America.” and the same little ladies
M*58
FOR SALE—In Bangor, a complete Automo MA1LHOTTE. Union. Me.
Market.—Adv.
•
returned from their wedding trip and jge, his singular self control, and that
bile supply and tire store with gasoline pump
funds devoted to education should be
The latest magazines, single copies, subscrip
and tank, big bu&iAeas and large profits to be tions
may be found at home on Gleason combination of simple living and
for any magazines nt publisher’s
expended in support of the public
gotten under proper management.
Terms price. taken
street.
cream, soda, confectionery and
straight thinking which are best things schools to the exclusion of private in
easy, some caeh down, balance in monthly clagrs. Ice
POND
’S NEWS ROOM, next door_to
Rev. and Mrs. R. II. Short are as in American character.
payments.
Reason for selling, present owners
stitutions of learning except such as
postofflee,
Unhm.
Maine.36-4«
cannot
give
store
their
attention.
Write
sisting in evangelistic meetings at the
Tax Reduction
are the sole insfrumentalities of fur
UNITED RUBBER CORPORATION, 671 Con
PAINTING—C. E. Lermond daei automo
Littlefield Memorial church, Rockland.
gress
St.,
Portland.
Maine.
42-43
bile, Carriage and Sign Painting.
48 years
In keeping faith with the people the nishing high school education within
Rev. Mr. Reinick of Warren preached
Shop in Union next to WincaFOR SALE—TOBACCO STEMS—In bale Iota. experience.
Republican Congress by the tax law the localities they serve, and which
at the Baptist church Sunday night.
paw & Abbott Garage.______________ 51*45
(Jreat
fertilizer
for
Florisds
and
farmers.
are wholly under the supervision of the
If you should have any items of local enacted in 1921 reduced Federal in
Price very cheap. J. W. A. HGAR CO.. Till
LADIES— Keil able stock of hair goods at
We Have For
commissioner of education and as to
son Ave.
42-47 — the Rockland Hnir Store. 336 Main Kt. Mail
interest for The Courier-Gazette, tele come and so-called nuisance taxes
these,
we
recommend
such
legislation
orders
loliclted. UhXEN C. RHODES.
1-tf
$2,000,000,000.
Further
tax
reduction
phone 12-3.
FOR SALE—The steam beating plant used
has been proposed and legislation to as may be necessary to restrict the aid
in our ol 1 office—Includes radiators and colls.
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. ClothSold as is or taken down.
THE CUURIEK- lng, Crockcrv and Household Goods Bought
that end is in process of enactment. which they receive to such as is fair
Don't miss "The Prince and the The Republican party advocates the and equitable and measured by their
GAZETTE.
42-tf
and Sold. C. T. BRAGG. Rankin Block. 8-tf
Goose-Girl,” at Watts Hall, Thomaston, enactment of a Federal law which actual requirements.
FOR SALE—$349 takes the 4-room house on
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R dots all kinds of
Standard
Makes
267H Park Kt. with electric lights, ahed water. Trucking and Moving.
April 21 and 22.
43-45
1 l*tf
shall embody the principles of the bill
Suitable for small family. Inquire 26 Linden
SPRING MILLINERY HINT
proposed by Secretary of the Treas
St.. MARY E. DYER
41*43
Eggs and Chicks
ury Mellon.
In collecting materials to take to a
FOR SALE—Klneo C Range with tank.
CAMDEN
Good as new; alfo a white enamel bed room
, spring millinery meeting, the following
Law Enforcement
FOR SALE—Black Jersey Giants $8.00 Trio.
set; two oak dressers; oak buffet, and slide
We declare for the strict and impar- iIist of
may be helpful, says the
Box 155, VINALHAVEN._
ouch.
Bargain if sold at once CALL 472-4. Pullets laying.
Miss Florence Anderson, who has just grad
43*45
41*43
uated from Mansfield Academy of Beauty Cul tial entoi cement of all laws including Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau News:
ture, Boston, has returned home for the sum
POULTRY
—
Will
make more money for you
One
spool
white
thread.
No.
24;
one
FOR
SALE
—
Cedar
boughs.
L.
C.
FIELDS,
the
Eighteenth
amendment
and
the
mer.
if you keep roup, colds, catarrh, out of your
342 Main or 19 McLoud St.. Rockland. 40-46
Friday evening at the regular meeting of Joel laws enacted pursuant, thereto in spool black thread. No. 24; one spool
flock.
Pratt’s Roup Remedy will do it.
FOR SALE—5 draft horses—we are now Guaranteed by dealers throughout the County.
Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies of the (I. A. R . State and Nation.
cotton thread to match hat; one paper
using
auto
trucks
and
must
dispose
of
horses
three candidates were initiated.
There was
43-lt
millinery needles. No. 4; one paper
at once.
H. H. STOVER A CO., Rockland,
State Administration
an excellent program followed by refreshments.
FOR SALE—Turkey ami goose eggs and
sewing needles. No. 8; one pair milli
Me._________________________________ 40-tf
The Good Time Club met Thursday with Mrs
The
administration
of
State
affairs
young
turkeys.
GRAND
VIEW
FARM.
War
Harry Spear.
Cards furnished the evening’s
nery pliers, thimble, pins, scissors, tape
FOR SALE—Oak, porcellned Refrigerator ren. Tel. 175-6.
43-48
entertainment and refreshments of sandwiches, luring the past two years has the un measure, small notebook and pencil,
$4. to $100. Mandolins,
$4.
to
$25.
Accordions,
medium size Almost as good as new. Apply
cake and coffee were served. Mrs. Kobel was qualified endorsement of the Republi
ANGLER’S
FARM—UNION-We can fur
COURIER- GAZETTE.
39-tf
presented with a birthday gift.
hat frame, straw or fabric for covering
$7. to $12. Metronomes, $4.50 to $7.
Auto Harps,
nlsh eggs to set from hens that lay—pure
Ralph Berry has been in Boston on a short can party and we believe of all jieople frame, pieces of silk or ribbon for hand
FOR SALE—Well equipped poultry farm. 12 blood stock- Wyandottes. Rhode Island Reds,
business trip
of the State.
Essential public im
acres.
New brooder and hen houses.
Ktock Anconas. Black Minorca*, White Leghorns.
$3. to $7. Music Cases, $1.50 to $20.
Brief Cases,
trimming and lining material. If silk
James Small, a member of the Boston police
sold with farm.
Attractive 2-famlly house, Eggs from 50e and 75c per setting of 15 eggs
force is the guest of his brother. George Small. provements have been obtained at hat is made, have sheet wadding or
electric lights.
Large barn.
For particulars up.
Music
Stands,
$1.
to
$2.75
$35.
to
$85.
Clarinets,
Also some Early Rose Potatoes and Red
non-e-ssentials have
( apt. and Mrs. W. G. Blake have returned minim im cost;
address BOX 78, Tenant’s Harbor, Me. 38*43
Kidney Beans for ’seed.
Fresh Dairy But
some foundation material.
from a visit in Bangor.
$1. to $3.75
been eliminated; school advantages
$4.50 Music Rolls,
ter.
L. L. ROBINSON. Manager.
42-44
Chinese
Gongs,
FOR SALE—Second hand Brunswick Cabinet
Clifton Conary is home from U. of M. for a have been extended; rhe State’s pro
Return all milk bottles this week
Phonograph—2 Corneta—1 Bass Drum—1 Flat
EGGS—Thoroughhrr-d
WhPc Wyandottes;
short vacation.
Saxophones, $85. to $200.
Cornets,
$15.
to
$100.
Back Mandolin. KTUDLEY’8 MUSIC STORE also Black Decoy Ducks.
$1.09 per setting.
Mrs. Frank R. Kugler of Boston is the gram of welfare and health work Price will be reduced to five cents,
Rockland.
36-tf
J. M. BARTLETT, South Thomaston.
Tel.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles has been maintained and enlarged; all beginning Monday. April 14.
Drum Traps, $30. to $100. Strings for all Instruments
Perry’s
387-4.
42-tf
Rice.
FOR SALE—2 parlor stoves. 1 hed, dining
with
a
careful
economy
and
with
the
Market.
—
Adv.
The W. C. T. U meets this afternoon with
Violin Bows
Harmonicas, $1 5c to $2.00 Violins,
room furniture, etc. -----ROBER
1BT COLLINS, Real

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

PIANOS

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhafl

Mrs Fred I). Aldus.
Miss Gladys Clark has returned from a visit
in Portland and Boston
Five girl babies have arrived in town during
the past week. April 2, to John F Dailey and
Lillian Horton Dailey, a daughter, Ella Eu
genia; April 3 to Louis W. and Eva M. Hanson
twin daughters. Goldie II. and Gloria L
April 3, lo Harvey and Annie Knight, a daugh
ter and on the same date to Mr. and Mrs
James Mutch a daughter.
William G. Stover has resigned his position
with P. G. Willey and Company and Monday
morning entered the employ of the Camden
Yacht Building & Railway Co.
Thomas McKay has moved into the house on
Pearl street which he recently bought of
Henry Woster.
He has rented his Union
street house to Sterling Hastings.
Mrs. Lovisa E. Young died Sunday at the
hdiie of her daughter. Mrs. Aubrey (’lark, after
an illness of several weeks. She was born in
Lineolnvlll? and leaves beside the daughter with
whom she made her home two daughters, Mrs.
Ella F. Herrington and Mrs. Stella Young of
Jamaica Plain ; three sons. Clifford of Glen
Falls. N. Y.. and Orris and William of Lin
eolnville.
Her age was 58 years.
Funeral
services will be held Tuesday, Rev. Horace 1
Holt officiating.
The I'encbscot Bay Dental Club held a free
extracting clinic, using gas and oxygen at
the office of Dr. W. I). Barron, Saturday af
ternoon.
Dr. Harold Smith of Portland did
the extracting and Dr. Fred Wood of Port
land was the anesthetist.
Miss Rose Blak
Camden district nurse, and Mrs. George Thomas
who formerly served in that capacity, were
present to assist with the children, about
20 of whom were present.
Besides the local
dentists and those from Portland doctors were
present from Thomaston and Rockland.
At
the close of the clinic an excellent dinner was
served at Green Gables where covers v
laid for 12.

Don’t

miss

“The

Prince

and

th

Goose-Girl,’’ at Watts Hall, Thomaston
April 21 .and 22.
43-45

V. F. STUDLEY
Telephone 713.

For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
priced automobile.
Call 837-M and ask for a demonstration and regards
to our easy payment plan

Roadster,

$390.00
$495.00

Touring,

SEA

Utility Coupe, $640.00
Sedan,
$795.00

283 Main St.

WHITE LEGHORN CHICKS from pure Barron strain of pedigreed layers: low prices;
prompt shipment: safe arrival ; free from white
diarrhoea: guaranteed.
Pirfcular.
F. S.
WINSLOW. Freeport. Maine.
42 47
S. C. RHODE ISLAND RED EGGS for
batching $1.00 per setting. W. E. WHITNEY.
49*42
Rockport, Me.

EGGS FOR HATCHING front Single ( otnb R.
I. Reds.
Good strain and good layers.
G.
E HATCH. 48 Gay Kt . City
39*44
WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, from s<-leveled
stock $1 pei setting.
MRS. JAMESON. 68
Camden St
38*43
BABY CHIX—Wyllie’s Single Comb Reds
bred for eggs, type and color.
Order early
22e each postpaid.
F. H. WYLLIE, Thoraaatvn. R. F. D.
Phone 171-42.
38*50

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP
Notice Is hereby given that the partner
ship
of
Payson & Robbins which has con
TO LET—Tie Dr. Crockett houw Summer
a general grocery business at East
sired, suitable for doctor or other prnfes ducted
Union has dissolved by mutual consent.
Roy
sional man.
Inquire CRIE’H (HfT SHOP.
retires and the affairs of the business
«♦« HwillGould
be carried on by A. W. Payson and W.
TO LET—ST0RA6E—.For furniture, stores, George Payson.
PAYSON & ROBBINS,
and mlist.'al Instruments or anythin* that re
A. W. l’ayson.
quires a do, cleat) room.
Terms reasonable
Roy If. Gould,
PLTP3 GARAGE, 221 Main St.. Rockland.
East Union, April 5, 1924.
40-tf
TO LET—RtllMIni: on Knowtlon atreet, for
storage, or wiuild make good work shop.
In
quire 1. H. MfLVlN. 21 Gay St., Rockland. Me
Tel. 824-M.
42-tf
C«ll LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SEHVICE TO LET—Furntehed or unfurnished room*
for light housekeeping.
Modem conveniences
Apply at II CXION STRHST.
41*48
Call 127
TO LET-Small apartment at 24
Elm St.
One 7’/2 H. P. Induction
Call 837-M
™
THURSTON OIL CO.
with all modern convenience!. Will be
rant after April I. MRS. C. E. HEPKBERT
SEA VIEW GARAGE
Motor, speed 1800; Two
Rockland Hair Store. 338 Main St., ovor Car
tf
Wholesale and Retail
Ini's Prult Store.
41-tf
Chevrolet Cara, parte and
Marble Imposing Surfaces,
Oils for All Purpoeea
TO LET—Furnlahed rooms for light house
Service Station. Auto Aecaakeeping,
modern
convenience,.
Apply
at
12
size
31x38 in. and 30x60 fn;
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
ELM 8T.
36-tf
aoriea.
>5
70-72
Tillson
Ave.
Rockland
also Pulleys and Shafting.
689 Main St, Rockland
TO LET—Store on Main St. Inquire DAVID
’ 29-tf
RUBEXSTE1X.
Tel. H09-M.
90-tf
TO LET—Furnished room, modern cenren
Inquire at This Office
GARAGE
lencea; also garage. Inquire at 5 UNION ST.
LAUNDRY WORK
28-tf

GARAGE
Main Street

t

T elephone
Directory

FOR SALE

ORDER EARLY FOR SPRING DELIVERY
We Have In Stock a Good Lino of

BARRE GRANITE MEMORIALS, VERMONT
MARBLE COMPANY’S HIGH GRADE MARBLE

17 Llmerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty.
Wat Wash.
Rough
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

AND MANY OF OUR LOCAL GRANITE8

Telephone 208

Wc will be pleased to have you consult us before placing your orders.

EXTRA STRONG KITE
TWINE

Telephone Connection

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

Call 124

Call 170

People’s Laundry

Chiropractor
Mtidayi. Wodnnday,. Friday,. 10-12. 2-5. 7-1
Tuesday,. Thursday,. 10-12, 2-5
Saturday, 10-12
Tai. M«

VIEW

Telephone 837-M.

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

409 MAIN STREET ■ ■ ROCKLAND
Graduate Palnwr School ot Chiro,raotio
Mco Hour,;

ROCKLAND. ME.

34-tf
Estate, 375 Main Kt
FOR SALE—Gardner house. Beech Kt.;
Stover house, LIbterock St.; 3 houses at Southend.
Nice house with Improvements at Northend; 55 acre farm with plenty of wood $1,500.
Long list of other good trades. ROBERT COL
LINS, Real Estate, 375 Main St.
34-tf
FOR SALE—22-foot motor boat, suitable for
fishing or pleasure. E. G. DAY. 13 Clarendon
39 tf
St. Tel. 691-R.
FOR SALE—Lobster fisherman traps on
hand and made to order. FIELD A KffEP, IP
McLoud Kt., near Haskell's Store. Southend
Tel. 753-3.
151-tf
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture Polish. Used
In Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
PANY.
Vtf

To Let

ALL PRICES F. 0. B. FLINT, MICH

c. M. WHEELER,D.C.PKC

Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS

GLENMERE
The first selectman, Eugene H. Smith,
busy these days taking valuatlo
this part
of the town.
Mrs. Cota Coombs spent last week with her
brother, Byron Davis.
for pigs
Eugene Smith has quite a
s.
about this time, he has some fine ones.
Miss Julia Davis was the guest of her
parents fpr the weekend.
.Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Watts have returned
home.
They spent, the winter in Attleboro.
Mass., and Portland with their children.
(Miss Catherine Andrews left Friday for a
few days visit in Lynn. Mass., before returning
to her studies in Orond.
The Ladies Kewing Circle meets April 10
with Mrs. C. H. Wiley.

50c

Harmonica Holders,

” , Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES

S’

Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS
MONUMENT8

Telephone Connection

W7A710HN8T0N. WEB. PMC

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE
DRUB ANO
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS,
K0OAK8.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTINB AND EM.
LARGINB.

370 Main St.. Rockland. Me

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions. Etc.
407 MAIN STREET

10 CENTS A BALL

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

Naan, t to 12 A. M.; I te 5 P. M.
RaaMaae*. 21 Tattoo StraaL TaL Ml-I
Offiaa Talaukoaa 4M-W

Main Street

H. H. Crie & Co.

Thomaston* Ma.

456 Main Street, Rockland

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Taleuhoua 136
33 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Graduate of American Schaol of
Oateoopathy

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Telephone 323.

3* Summer Street.

Rockland
SS-tf

ARTHUR L, ORNE
Insurance
Buoceeear te A. J. Ereklne

A

Ce,

417 MAIN 8T. « « ROCKLAND,

MB,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 8, 1924.
3
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InSocialCircfes

« *■

DEPARTMENT STORE

m

Shades white and tan with colored edges.

Hanson Clough is seriously ill at
his home on Prospect street.
The girls Know How Club held last
week’s meeting with Violet Martin.
It is planned hereafter to meet only
twice a month and to serve a picnic
supper at one of these meetings. The
girls will make all the eatables them
selves and plan to Invite in the
mothers at an early date, as a test of
skill.

FOR ONE WEEK—THAT’S ALL
PRICES

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Misa Phyllis Brown is home from
Gorham Normal School for the Easter
The Kalloch Class will met t Thurs
vacation.
day afternoon with Mrs. B. P. Browne,
Talbot avenue.
There will be a regular circle sup
per at the Vnlversallst church Wed
Mrs. Philip T. Brotvn of North Haven
nesday. The housekeepers are: Miss arrived in this city last night from a
Lucy Rhodes, Mrs. Augusta Tibbetts, several weeks’ visit in Boston and will
Mrs. Fannie Harvey. Mrs. Lucille Rat be the guest for a few days of Mrs.
cliff, Mrs. Mabel Sherman, Mrs. Mar Elmer S. Brown. Mrs. Edith G. Walker,
garet Ames, Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs. a niece of Mrs. Brown, arrived yester
Cora Kittredge, Mrs. Velma Marsh and day by train from Cocoa, Fla., where
Mrs. J. H. Haines.
Supper will be she lias spent the winter with her par
served at 6.30.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Gillis, who
are now making the northward trip
Mrs. E. H. St.Clair and son Warren, by automobile. Mrs. Walker will be
returned Saturday from a visit in the guest of Mrs. Brown for several
weeks.
North Haven.

Ralph A. Webber was home from
New York for the weekend.
On ac
count of his mother's illness he will
remain in the East indefinitely.

The Rubinstein Club has its annual
meeting next Friday evening at the
Copper Kettle.
Dinner will be served
at 6.30, the business meeting follow
ing. after which a program will be
given.
Reservations must be made
with thi committee in charge before
Wednesday afternoon.

Wednesday, April 9

ANNOUNCED

UNTIL

THURSDAY

MORNING'S

PAPER,

10

APRIL

,

LOOK FOR THE GREEN TICKET
At the prices wc quote we assure our customers they will want some of these goods for Easter and after
housecleaning.

season. During the season the Ciub
has contributed to the Red Cross, Neat'
East TtlRf, dental clinic and milk
fund for the schools
These o'Ttcers
were elected for the coming year:
President, Mrs. Orrie Merritt: vice
president, Mrs. Nellie Hall; secretary,
Mis. Nettie Perry; treasurer. Mrs. Em
ma Shaw; auditor, Mrs. Hazel Pow
ers; directors, Miss Annie Frye and
Miss .Caroline Stanley.
The outing
committee comprises Mrs. Annie Stev
ens. Mrs. Maiie Little and Mrs. Nellie
Hall. At the c .nc uMon of the program
f.fitshinentg wtre served by the ent nuinment Committee.

K

R. & R. Relief Association
ENTERTAINMENT
AND DANCE
JOHN

NOT

Friday morning a Green Ticket with the reduced price on it will be placed on every piece of Merchandise.

E. Sherman Rich of Boston was at
Mrs. H. V. Tweedle and Mrs. Willis home last week, called by the death of
Ayer leave Wednesday morning for his father-in-law, J. J, Roberts.
Portland, to attend the Methodist Con
ference. The week fajllowi'kg t.-ey will
It was a merry party of little folks
spend With friends in Boston.
which gathered at the home of George
L. Quinn Friday after school, to help
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Society of the Methodist church will little Stanley Quinn celebrate his
meet with Mrs. Frank Flint, Franklin birthday. Mrs. L. L. Brown and Mrs.
street, Thursday afternoon at 2.30, with Warren Gardner assisted Mrs. Quinn
Mrs. L. N. Littlehale as program with the supper, and those who have
fed 12 hungry school children know
leader.
,
what a pleasant task It jvas. In ad
dition to the first course a large birth
The annual meeting of the Methe- day cake occupied the center of the
besec Club Friday with Mrs. Annie table, and when that point was reach
Stevens as hestess. Closed an enjoy ed and the cake cut, along came ice
able season, devoted to the study of cream, much to the surprise and decurrent events. The same study with
the Outlook will be continued next
TEMPLE HALL

ROCKLAND

SALE STARTS SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 12, AT 8.30.

All sizes. Exceptional values

~

STREET,

FIRST YEAR ANNIVERSARY AND EASTER SALE SINCE MR. WOTTON TOOK OVER
THIS STORE—WE WANT TO MAKE THIS OUR BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR.

$1.75

Ralph W. Richards who recently suf
fered a severe attack of pneumonia Is
again at his place of business In Cam
den. He emerged from his sickness in
fine style, but alas ! he lost 50 pounds,
and papa’s clothes no longer lit Willie.

MAIN

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Five Dozen Dimity Shirt Waists and Overblouses.

Belfast Journal: John C. Chadwick
end daughter, Mrff. Grace C. Pillsbury,
moved into the brick house on High
street, which they have bought of An
drew L. Knowlton. They have been
living in the Morse house on Congrtss
street.

Charles T. Spear who has been win
tering in Bangor with Ills son Carus
T. Spear, was a weekend visitor in
Itockland. •

412

WAIST DEPARTMENT—BALCONY

Jlrs. F. W. Rugg of New York ar
rived the last of the week called by the
illness ot her brother-in-law, S, Henry
Gardner, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey arrived
yesterday from Miami, Fla., aceompanied by their winter's guest, Mrs.
Horace E. Lam^.a*

s IMONTO hr s

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

to addttto. Io penooal nolea recording de
partorea and arrival*, tha department eepeolallj
•eauea Intuntuilon of (octal happening*, partlea muaicala, ate. Not** cent bj mall m
telephone will b* gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................
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DAN SHEPHERD and
ENTERTAINERS

MARSTON’S ORCHESTRA

CARS AFTER THE DANCE
40-43

IDDIESCOLOS
Children have very deli
cate digestions, easily
disturbed by too much
“dosing.” Treat croup
and all colds “externally”
by applying—

WICKS
w
WapoRub
Opt 17 Million Jan UooJ Yoarty

light of the children, while this part of j
the program was in progress, Grandpa:
Quinn, who Is now- 95 years old, was!
invited to speak to the children, and|
after his little talk, cheers were given
to him, after which Mrs. Quinn was
called In, and in their child way they
thanked her and gave cheers for her
hospitality. After the supper, games
were played and the evening came to
an end all too soon. Leaving for home
the children -were treated to fruit
punch and oranges. Those present
were: Helen Marston, Myrtle and Mil
dred Sprague, Elien Fernald. Victoria
Curry, Virginia Brown, Carrol Gardner,
Louise Dolliver, Mary Haskell, Lucy
Quinn, Faith Lurvey. Miss Ethel
Quinn, although not now to be counted
as one of the little ones, ate her sup
per with the others. She was a great
help in entertaining the little folks.

EMPIRE

THE

THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

STYLE SHOES FOR STOUT WOMEN

Thi

We have a complete line of “STYLISH STOUT"
outsizes built with Re-inforced Steel Arch Sup
porting Shank in new Pumps and Oxfords for
Easter.

Last Showings Today

The Pump illustrated is proving very popular.
Available in Patent, Black and Brown Kid. A
try-on in no way obligates.

AROUND THE WORLD IN

“THE SPEEJACKS”

(Booklets mailed upon request)

“SHOOTING ’EM UP”

ROCKLAND RUBBER CO.

Wostern Picture

Wednesday-Thursday

“THE
DARING YEARS”

WAITED

to exchange new furniture for your old. Wo mutt keep our aooond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange naw medern
furniture for your old; also range* and muaieat inatrqmanta.

—With—

Bath Times: R. B. Fillmore of
Rockland was in Bath Monday and
says that he is arranging to get out a
history of Lincoln County. He pub
lished one of Knox County some
months ago and made a good success
with it. It is quite an undertaking
for Mr. Fillmore as he has been blind
for 38 years and has to depend largely
upon others to collect the data for him.
He travels about alone and gets along
wonderfully well for a man who has
had the misfortune to lose his sight.
Miss Bicknell nas in her sale plenty
cf the 50 cent hand-made handker
chiefs that were so popular Christmas,
12 Knox street.
43-lt

Return all milk'bottles this week.
ITtee will be redieed to live cents,
beginning Monday, April 14.
Perry's
Market.—Adv.
j .

OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM

440 MAIN STREET.

AN ALL STAR CAST

A tensely dramatic story of the
younger generation at the age when
Folly rules Reason !

V. F. STUDLEY,INC. 279 285 MA,N ST- R0CKL,A™

COMEDY

“FLIP FLOPS”
FRI. |

CHARLES JONES in

SAT. : “THE VAGABOND TRAIL"

STOP USING STOVE POLISH'
Thoaaaaxla an Bang eomething totally
different and beta than atove poliah. Neat
as wax, odorless, fireproof, “safe and sane."
No foasl no dustll Insist oo labor saving.

SUPPER AND DANCE
GRANGE HALL, SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY,

APRIL

11

SUPPER 5:30 TO 8:00

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT KNOX LODGE BUILDING

P IsNT O V W A A
U"
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
34-tf

SMALLEY’S ORCHESTRA
Woather conditions being favorable, House-Sherman Inc. will dem
onstrate Radio Loud Speakers during and after supper. COME ALL
43-44

FIRE, SMOKE and WATER SALE
Rubenstein Brothers

ALL SALES CASH
AND FINAL

ALL SALES CASH
AND FINAL

HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX CLOTHES
Reduced to Prices ranging
from 33 1-3% to 70%
Discount

Shirts, Ties, Hose, Collars,
Belts, Gloves, Hats, Caps,
Reduced to prices ranging
from 33 1-3% to 70%
Discount

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9th, 9 a. m.
GOING

OUT OP

BUSINESS

No doubt you have heard of our great misfortune, but will state here in brief the facts of our present circumstances.
A few weeks ago we practically sold our entire clothing business to an out of town party; everything was complete in the deed but signing the papers,
which was to take place March 24th, when on March 23rd our store caught on fire, and of course ruined the whole deal. Now we are determined
to go out of business and to do so must offer our great stock to the public at prices never heard of in the history of the clothing business.
______

331*3 Per Gent to 70 Per Cent DISCOUNT ON * ALL GOODS
DUD I flQQ IQ YAIID
UUn LUPO 10 lUUn

PAIM

Pipp
■ ■■
kjlllUliV dull

W Old

We have Reduced the Prices of our Entire Stock to Prices ranging from
33 13%to70% Discount. NOTHING IS HELD BACK EVERYTHING MUST GO

UHlil
and W/^fpp

^art °* our 8toc^ “ <^ama^ by fire, part by smoke, part by water and part is not damaged at all.
In all circumstances we have reduced the prices accordingly. It is impossible to itemize our stock
and quote prices in the short time we have had to prepare this great sale, but we feel sure that our prices will satisfy all our customers._ _ _ _________

BEFORE

EASTER

SALE

Circumstances alter all occasions and our loss at this present date, just a few days before Easter gives everyone an opportunity to make one dollar do
the work of three in buying your Easter needs at these greatly reduced prices._ _ _ _ _ _ /_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______ _

Largest Clothing and Furnishing Stock this side of Portland
We feel auured in stating that we have-everything that one could ask for in Dress Clothes, Work Clothes, Sport Clothes, Winter Clothes, Summer Clothes, Pants, Coats, Sweaters, Hats, Caps, Shirts,
Ties, Hose, Etc., Etc., too numerous to mention for MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN, in all the best makes of High Grade Merchandise.

EXTRA SALES FORCE—We

33 1-3% to 70%

will be obliged to increase our Sales Force during this great sale in order to insure the same attention and courtesy to each and every customer as has been
our custom in the past. DON'T FORGET THE DATE, PLACE AND TIME.

33 1-3% to 70%

Discount

RUBENSTEIN BROS. 404 HAIN STREET

On All Goods

WEDNESDAY, April 9th, 9 a. m.

On All Goods

V

>1 •

ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL

Discount

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 8, 1924.
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“And this work is going on, often in
Mrs. Hattie Barrett Patterson of Rock
port, a member of tile local chapter. such a subtle way and through so
The parchment came to her after the many ramifications that some women
Was Held Yesterday's Inter death of her brother, G. H. M. Barrett, of the clubs themselves are kept in ig
who was an attorney in Rockport for norance. O. my friends we have not
sting Meeting of Lady Knox many
years. The curator-general says seen the end of war. Against It there
that the relic is prized very highly. is the narrow and obscure path travChapter, D. A. R.
• • • *
Mrs. H. A. Buffum attended to all of j e!ed since the days of the Nazarene,
A delightful 1>. A. R. meeting was the details of getting it to Washington., the only sure way to peace which lies
• • • •
I through the human heart."’
Mr.
held yesterday at Mrs. Win. P. Walsh’s
Great interest has been manifested ill i Sewall’s views tally with those of an
attractive Summer street home, filled
with a wonderful collection of invalu the sharp difference of opinion as to'American citizen who contributes an
able family heirlooms. Mrs. Walsh. pacifism which developed in Bath at illuminating article for the March 22
Mrs. Kittredge ami Miss Kitty Coburn the recent State conference ot the j Dearborn Independent on “Why Don't
were hostesses, serving u delicious Daughters of the American Revolution ' Women Investigate Propaganda?" and
luncheon.
Missis Helen and Mary between Mrs. Alice Finley, of Portland. I devotes a page to the prove that "The
Bird. Alice llelller and Ruth Lawrence nd tlie orator of the occasion, Hon. Socialist-Pacifist Movement In America
with John Mclnnes as pianist, sang Harold M. Sewall. Mrs. Perley said: is an Absolutely Fundamental and In
lutriotlc songs. "State of Maine," "1 would take from the schools all his tegral Part of International Socialism.”
"America for Me," and "When the tory of war. I would not allow children
Flag Goes By." They also gave the to play war nor let them talk war if I
MAN-EATING PELICAN
Hag salute and American's Creed.; could help it.”
the courtesy of their teacher. Miss
But there seems greater general
greatly enriching the program through | mpn.hv and endorsement fot toe Harry Daniels Thinks He’s
the courtesy of their teacher. Miss I' lews of Mr. Sewall who said: "One
Safer With the Whales At
Ellen Cochran.
Mrs. Mary Cooper I would think we would have learned a
gave a most Interesting and complete;'-rsson from our wicked unpreparedness
Matinicus.
report of her trip to Bath to attend the | that cost us so much treasure, the
dearest
and
costliest
of
which
was
the
State D. A. R. conference.
Hon.
Miami, Fla.. March 31.
Harold M. Sewall’s address on that oc lives of our boys. But both our Insti
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
casion was read in full and pronounced tutions and our national defense are
Motoring a short distance into the
now in jeopardy as never before. Only
masterly.
Everglades yesterday, we heard a ter
Mrs. Cooper.' Mrs. Rich and Miss the other night 15,000 people crowded rific
strlduiation
such
ns
could
Coburn were mule a committee on ir.to Madison Square Garden nnd in ai have been produced by a large locust—
"Better Films." to visit and report on jargon of tongues demanded a Soviet and on investigation I found a 5 Li inch
America, the only American flag there
the ma’inees at the movies.
grasshopper nearly ns long as a lead
Lady Knox Chapter recently sent to draping a picture of Lenine—denounc pencil. He was as large around as your
ing
a
capitalistic
America,
but
not
a
the Memorial Continental hall in
thumb and his bone jaws could cut a
Washington a gift for the Colonial word of the 160 millions sent over to piece from the end of your little finger.
relics, and it has been accepted with the starving Russians on the Volga.
We wound him up in a handkerchief,
great appreciation, ihe curator-general Or the Instructions from the Commun and then in a newspaper, and I brought
writes. It is a framed parchment doc ist Internationale to the Workers him home to ship to you in Rockland,
ument with the signature of James Party of America ‘we hope that the intending to wind him in cotton and
Monroe, at that time President of tlie party will step by step conquer the place him in a little wooden box, so
United States, and relates to the grant prob tarian forces of America and in that ycu could see his tremendous size.
of a tract of land of 160 acres in the the not distant future raise the red
And when I reached the hotel, here
territory of Arkansas. The date was flag over the White House !’ What I was a marked copy of The Palm Beach
dt earnestly warn you of Is the in Times, mailed me by the editor, with
Fell. 1, 1821.
The parchment was given to Wil fluence cf pacifists upon women's a story of a man-eating pelican, a
liam Vinal. father and only heir-at-!aiw clubs. These pacifists. Col. Shumway pelican trying to bite off a man's head.
of David Vinal, deceased, who was a of Skowhegan, as brave as the bravest So I threw away the grasshopper, and
private in Toland's company of the who went across the seas from this or I will now endeavoy ,0 set for you
34th Regiment of Infantry as a bounty. tny other state told the Bowdoin one of these pelicans before I leave,
This interesting anil valuable heirloom alumni th» other day ‘are doing things that you may have in Rockland a
was giv. n to Lady Knox Chapter as a more terrible than the organizations real, man-eating pelican.
H. A. Daniels.
relic fcr Memorial Continental Hall by »o c'ten refered to.”

AMID HEIRLOOMS

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To For
ward tlie Interests of Musical Art.
London throat specialists are greatly interested in a young man singer
who is said to have a most unusual
voice.
Ills name is Strathio Mackay,
and he is employed as a cleaner at a
lank in Threadneedle street.
A listener claims he sang in a tenor voice,
a baritone, a falsetto, and at last in
double vo'ce, baritone and tenor Imultaneausly.
Although the two voices
could be heard distinctly, the tenor
voice predominated. The examination of Mr. Mackay's larynx showed
that It was quite normal, and he said
that it did not strain him to use both
voices at once.
• • . •
At the beginning of the Metropolitan
Opera season I made mention of the
new Spanish tenor, Miguel Fieta. ex
tolling the beauty of both his person
and voice.. Recently I rend that on
his return to Madrid early in the year
he was given an ovation by a cai>aclty audience when he appeared in a
production of "Carmen" at the T.-atro
Real
The tenor was greeted by
storms of applause on his entrance in
the first act. and the enthusiasm
tlie
audience gained momentum as the play
progressed.
In the final tragic scene
the ovation was almost frenzied.
I
tan see how this would he brought
about—a combination cf peculiar cir
cumstances—a Spanish tenor in a
Spanish opera, in Spain: a beautiful
thrilling voice and a very handsome
man.
Almost enough to make an
American audience become frenzied.

finds in Charleston among the “guller"
Negroes, as well as in her own home
town. New Orleans.
"1 had heard," writes Miss Thomas,
"that the guller Negroes in Charleston
had wonderful spirituals, or 'sq»errituals’ as they called them*so I made
a trip to Charleston and got two very
line ones. They were sung for me by
a delightful girl of about 29.
The
'guller' Negroes are those who work
in the rice fields in South Carolina.
and live in the 'low-bottoms' as they
call the lowlands.
One of their pe
culiarities is that their dialect is o
Jargon ot English and African.
The
•guller’ negro who sang for me war
named Maggie, which she pronounced
'M 'ggy.’
One of her 'sperrituals’ she
got in a remarkable way.
It begins
'land, v hen all de Sadness Comes:
and thi3 is her story of how she
learned tt:‘Et was w ile evveyhody had
dat flu and 1 was a-layln' in baid jes'
mos' near daid.
My mammy she
dene brought me sommen tuh eat and
I sez 1 doan want nuflin to eat. 1 jes'
wants to lay still.
Presen’ly there
was a shc.osh. shoesh. in de room, ant
I looks up an’ it was filled will angels
and dev was a-singin' a sperritual
l‘I-nwd w'en all dc Sadness Comes.’anc
idat’g where I done learned it.’
"But the real mine of melody for mt
has been an old Negro who was a ser
vant in cur family when I was a little
gill.
Her name is Xinna ar.d she it
a wonderful person.
She has India:
blood on her mother’s side, and one ol
her great-aunts is a Cherokee Indian
Mephisto tells us that one of the who has never learned to speak Eng
critics is happy because he has just lish. hut who learned to sing tile sper
discovered in Strauss' “Symphoni a Do rituals when she joined the Methodist
mestic!” a theme which is that ot church.
Minna's mother 'came out'
George M. Cohan's popular war song of an Alabama family, whi h is how
‘ Over There.”
As to whether dear the Negroes designate the people to
Georg? ever heard Strauss' “Sympho- wham their parents belonged, but was
From Minna
, 11a Domestlca” I hae nty doats. as the s .id into New Orleans.
Scotchman says.
I certainly cannot I got nb less than seventeen gems in
conceive of George using his spare time cluding two of a form she calls
hunting up the scores cf noted fom- 'ballits,' with the intriguing title?
josers in order to snatch a melody. ‘Samson and Delyly’ and ‘Roeka muh
However, one critic is happy, so we Soul in de. Bosom Abraham.' One day
when Minna was shampooing my hair
will let it go at that.
• • • •
and fanning it dry. I g t five sper
The Handel and Haydn Society. rituals trom her. and later the same
Emil Mollenliauer, conductor, will give day she came to me with a particular
Haydn's Creation Sunday afternoon, gem entitled ‘After a while Gawd's
April 20, ia Easton Symphony Hall, gwine ter better mah Condition.' writ
the soloists to be Mabel Garrison, so ten on i paper bag. She thought ab .ut
prano, George Meader, tenor and Henry it when she was cooking dinner and
wrote it down in English that would
Scott, b::S3.
• • • •
delight the heart of the advocates <t
1 noti ed in the review of Marguerite phonetic spe'.lin
D’Aivarei’s recital in Mew York that
I hav? read in Musical America
she use 1 fcr the final number on her copies of Miss Thomas' programs. She
program Bizet's "Agnus Dei" with or presents these in costume, and in a
gan and violin accompaniment. This most delightful way, judging from the
number was one ot the high-lights of reviewers who acclaim her as having
the Rubinstein Concert last week.
a winning personality and a lovely
• • * •
voice.
• ♦ ♦ •
It is interesting to learn that V,. J.
Henderson who was tor so many years
Spirituals within the last year cr s<»
music critic on the Mew York Herald, have become quite a craze, which un
has beea transferred to a similar po doubtedly will not abate as long as
sition with the sun. I regret that of late eu h a ringer as Roland Hayes is
I haven’t had opportunity to road Mr. before the public to present them in
Henderson’s criticism.
For a time I their true light and meaning. I read
had daily access to the Herald and of one which he sings on his programs
followed Mr. Henderson's column with unaccompanied. The omission of the
much interest.
It was rare when an accompaniment only served to bring
artist received whole-hearted praise out to a greater extent the subtlety
from his pen.
Usually it was the re of the melody and to convey more
verse.
He would begin his criticism fully the religious meaning contained
with promise of saying "something thei ein.
* ♦ ♦ *
nice,” and just as a comfortable
feeling would begin to steal over one.
To the hearts somewhat discouraged
be would come out with something by the snow sterm of last Wednes
that effectively removed the nice taste. day I am leaving as a last thought to
1 recall that ot the few who did win day the following little poem about
whole-hearted praise from him was April. While the facts stated in this
John McCormack.
While he did r.ot poem have not come to pass in our
“lay it on thick,” at the same time New England April as yet. we know
what he said was praise and admira the promise is with us. and the fulfill
tion, both for his beautiful voice and ment will be here before we know it
his artistry.
Anna Case usually
APRIL WEATHER
draws a satisfactory review from him. Oh, hush, my heart and take thine ease,

• • « •

Said the man who was trying his
best to appreciate good music, "When
a piece threatens every minute to be
a tune and always disappoints you. it's
classical."—Christian Register.
Gushing Lady (at a musicals):
"Don't you think her singing is
heavenly?"
Cynic. "Well, I'll go so far as to say
it’s unearthly.”—Musical Mirror.
"Mr. Flank's singing was enjoyed by
nil present,” is the way a certain
writer concluded his description of a
funeral.—Musical America.
....
The March 29 issue of Musical Amer
ica contains an interesting article re
garding Edna Thomas who within a
short time has attracted attention by
her singing of character songs, usually
those of the South—Creole melodies,
spirituals, etc.
Miss Thomas relates
how some ot these melodies and spir
ituals have come to her repertoire, and
speaks especially of some remarkable

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Week days—9 a. m. to 9 d m.
Sundays—2 p. m. to 5 p m.

The monthly report for March shows
some interesting details of library ac
tivities and the service it gives to the
public. Attendance r cords show that
nearly 1000 people used the library
'.urir.g the month. Of this number
aver 2.200 were tecorded as using the
idult departm. nt. Over 4.100 book?
were loaned for home use. Fifty new
mmes were added to the registration
,ist. Of this number three w re out of
town subscribers.
Deposit libraries were placed in Mc
Lain school. Grade 7A. Timber Hill
League, t iwi’s Head and Benner Hill
choolhous . These libraries vary from
'0 to 50 bocks. They are placed in the
lifi'erent schools and circulated for
home use from these places. This has
been most successful in bringing the
•ooks to children who have not aetulred the habit of coming to the 11>rarv for the books. The collections
nclude bocks on history and travel as
i supplement to school work and sevi! books cf fiction of the historical
.vpe.
The children’s department shows an
ncrease in the number of hocks loan
ed for home use over Match of 1923.
Iver 13u0 hooks were loaned by this
lepartment during the. month.
One hundred and eight new books were
idded to the library during the month
naking a total of 139 new books since
he beginning ot the fiscal year. Th ?e
ire largely adult books and for the
most part are recent fiction.
An average attendance of 33 is re
corded for th, five Sundays of the
month. This is rather higher than the
usual Sunday afternoon attendance.
The number of users of the adult and
uvenile departments for this time is
about even.
Statistics have not been kept regard
ing the use of the reference depart
ment. There has 1>; en a noticeable in
crease however in the work done by
•his department during the month.
Under the recent ruling tha-t all but
he magazines fo • the current month
may circulate the same as seven or
fourteen day fiction, there has b?en a
noticeable increase ia the numb r of
magazines loaned for home use, 2210
having been loaned during the month.
The library subscribe? to duplicate
copies of a few magazines, which are
circulated i ? 'seven day books as soon
is they are received.
Story hours have averaged an at
tendance of 50 on Thursday evening
|
and 30 on Saturday morning.
The library was op n 72 hours each

week of March

when the library
J

1

!

since 1892.

!
‘

AWFUL
fiOOD

For kero is April weather !
The Daffodils beneath the trees
Are all a-row together.
The thrush is back with Ills old note;
The scarlet tulip blowing;
And white,— ay, white as tny love’s tiiroat—
The dogwood boughs are growing.
Tlie lilac bush is sweet again;
Down even wind tiiat passes
Fly flakes from hedgerow and from lane;
The lives are in the grasses.
And Grief goes out and Joy comes in
And (’are is but a feather;
And every lad his love can win,
For here is April weather.
—Lizzette Woodworth Reere.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JBWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS ANO
6UPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
TuAR-tf

If -you knew
as much about our
cigare as wed<Mjou
would smoke omg the
iB.CM .cigar i

“You Can
Treat Me
Anytime
You Like”
It is absolutely pure
—a wholesome, nu
tritious treat, too.

(124)

5*H

QUALITY
ICE
CREAM

Editor o' The Courier-Gazette: —
Reading in your paper the question,
"Has any lady in this vicinity ever seen
or shaken hands with Abraham Lincold?" I can reply that I have not only
seen him, hut have also shaken hands
and had quite a talk witli him. In 1864
1 was in Washington and visited the
Capitol. As I was about entering the
Blue Boom, the President was pull
ing the door to open It from the one
Eide at the same time I was trying
to open it in the opposite direction.
The result v.as 1 met President Lin
coln with hig arms out-stretched 1 We
stopped and had quite a little chat. He
raid he liked the Maine people very
much.
Mrs. C. A. Jameson,
220 Camden street, Rockland, Me.

Return all milk bottles this week.
Price will be reduced to five cents,
l eginning Monday, April 14.
Perry’s
Market.—Adv.
,

BACK TAXES
And all taxes pertaining to
the City of Rockland will
now be received at the office
of R. U. Collins, located in
Ulmer Block, 375 Main St.,
upstairs, over the Scott Tea
Store.

R. U. COLLINS
TAX COLLECTOR

MAYNARD S. BIRD & COMPANY
14 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, LIABILITY, PLATE

GLASS, STEAfl BOILER, AUTOHOBILE

INSURANCE
THE HANOVER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 19 23
Real Estat •................................... .$ 979.366
Mortgage Loan 4.........
122.550
Stocks md Bonds........................ . 5.08351
( ash in offl e and Ban!.............. . 326.891
Agents’ Balan^s................... .
. 752 543
Infere t and Kents............. i • • • •
'.o 31-3
All other Assets................. .1....
162,981

1
1
00 ;
00
00 '
4;
(8
33

»•

Grots Apse’s. .
. .7.922.780 71
Dedu. t items not admitted.........
15.701 45
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.
Net Unpaid Losses.......................
1 nearned Premiums.....................
All other Lluhi.kies.....................
t'a.h Caifi a!.................................
Surplus over ail Liabilities, ...

1923
$ 607.794
. 4,204,082
193.101
. 1.500.000
.. 1.102,101

61
00
31
00
34

As the result of years of Experience
we are able to offer you

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. LTD.
London, England.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 19 03
Real Estate.................................... . .$ 509.000
Sto. k< ,.r.d Bonds......................... .. 5.097.990
( asliin Office am! Bank............. . . 385,486
Agents' Balances........................... .. 1.501.977
Intere r ari l Hints.......................
(8,935
AU o.hcr Assets...........................
83.267

00

6
6<
50
OS
98

THE PHCENIX INSURANCE CO.
Of Hartford. Corn.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
Real Estate........................................ $ 549.121 04
Mortgage Loans.................................. 332,050 oil
Stocks 4tvi Bonds...............................22.869.361 00
Cash in Office and Bank.................. 3,209,998 11
Agents’ Balances.............................. 2.091.300 17
Bills Receivable.................................
213.885 50
Interest and Bents...........................
168,893 81
All other Assets, ............................
107.076 79

PERFECT PROTECTION
in every line of Insurance written, with
full assurance that protection offered
and service rendered will be the full

Total Liabid k ; and Surplus, . .»7.'Jti;.0T9 26

..$8,722,827 79
Admitted............................
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1923
Net Unpaid Losses, ....................... $ 695,655 57
Unearned Premiums......................... 5,624,989 43
All other Liabilities......................... 201,379 17
Cush Capital, (None in the U. S.)
(Statutory Deposit) ...............
400,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, ........ 1,800,803 62

u

It It
Talked With President Lincoln

PROTECTION THAT PROTECTS

INSURANCE THAT INSURES

Grocs Assets.....................
Deduct items not admitted,

Total Liabilities and 8urp'us, . .$29,397.972 60

FIREMAN’S FUND IN3URANCE CO.
San Franclica. Califarnla

for which this agency is noted.
UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY LIMITED

Gross Assets......................
Deduct items not admitted,

SPRINGFIELD FIRE A MARINE INS. CO.

.$4,267,527 14
38.540 14

Admitted......................................... $4,228,98
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923
Net Unpaid Losses......................... $ 273,762
Unearned Premiums......................... 2,608,794
All other Liabilities........................
124,000
Surplus over all Liabilities.......... 1,222.429

00
93
43
00
64

Total Liabilities and Surplus, ..$8,722,827 79 Total Liabilities and Surplus, ....$4,228,987 00

...$29,541,086 45
.... 143,713 85

Admitted Assets.
.. .$29,397,972 60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923
Net Unpaid Losses. .
.......... $1,489,500 47
Unearned Premiums,
.......... 11,164.893 79
All other Liabilities.
..........
592.984 54
Cash Capital.
5.000 000 09
Surplus over all Liabilities........... 11,150,593 :

1 OO %

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1923
Gro-s Assets............................... . .V.GC.IhB 62 Stocks and Bonds..................... ... $2.323.7.-.0 00
^Deduct items not admitted, .... .. 143,619 07 Cash in Office and Bank......... . . . 378.276 94
Agents’ Balances...................... .. . 332,473 88
i Admlitst...................................... . .$7,303,057 55 Bills
Receivable........................
200 00
Interest
and Rents....................
26.832 no
LIABILITIES DW. 31. 1923
All other Assets.......................
25,304 96
1 Net Unpaid Losses....................... .» 421.3ft 78
j I nearned Premiums..................... .. 4.262.;43 ol
Gross Assets.......................... . . .$3,086,837 78
A'l other Liabilities, .................
158,000 00 Deduct items not admitted, ..
10,900 47
Depo ,i:..........................................
4-i‘l.niHt 00
Surplus over all Liabilities......... .. 2060.812 73
Admitted................................. .. .$3,075,937 31
LIABILITIES DBC. 3 1. 1923
Total Liabilities and Surplus, .. .$7,363,057 55
Net Unpaid Losses................... . . .$ 249.814 00
1
nearned
................. ... 1.990.916 11
PHILADELPHIA FIRE
MARINE INSUR- All other Premiums
Liabilities................
51.950 00
ANCZ CO.
Surplus over all Liabilities, .
792 257 20
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
Total Liabilities and Surplus, . .$3,075,937 31
Stoeks ar.d Bonds...................
.$2,204,397 26
Cash in Office and Bank, .
. '.32,381 12
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Agents’ Balances.....................
. 524.630 06
123 William St.. New York City. N. Y.
Interest am! Rents...................
71
ASSET'S DEC. 31. 1323
Gross Assets.........................
.$3,293,276 15
Deduct items not admitted.
14,106 on Mortgage Loans........................ ...$ 375,550 no
Stocks and Bonds...................... . ..14,080.821 38
Admitted,
.$3,279,170 15 f ash in Office and Bank......... ... 594.551 60
Agents’ Balances....................... ... 1,670.257 60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1923
Bills Receivable........................
24.958 95
75,131 00 AU other Assets, ....................... ... 901,109 42
1 nearned Premiums..................... ... 1 .013,199 20
Gross Assets, ........................ . .$17,647,248 65
All other Liabi i.ies...................
44.923 .37
67,030 83
Cash Capita!.................................... 1 .000.000 00 Deduct items not admitted, ..
Surplus over ail Liabilities, ... "2.145,916 58
Admled.................................. . .»17.»»,21I 82
LIABILITIES DBC. 3 1, 1923
Total Liabilities and Surplus, ..
.279,170 tr.
Net Unpaid Losses................... . . .$1,535,228 00
1
nearned
Premiums................. ... 8,931,855 61
UNITED L1ATES BRANCH OF THE NORTH
All other LiabFIties................. .. . 380,000 no
ERN ASSURANCE COMPANY. LIMITED
Cash Capital.............................. ... 3,000,000 no
Of London. England
Surplus over all Liabilities, ... ... 3.733,134 21
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1923
Total Liabilities and Surplus, ..$17,580,217 82
Heal Estate........... ........................... $ 232.500 00
Mortgage Loans, . ...........................
135,000 00
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE CO
Stocks and Bonds...............
.........................
.
7,171,136 31
Of Edinburgh. Scotland
t'ash in Office anti Bank/ .. .... 367.543 83
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
Agents’ Balances, ...............
.... 1,294.857 71
$3,367,313 00
Interest and Kenta............ .
....
94.595 12 Stocks and Bonds...................
171,207 75
Ail other A. bets...................
.... 104.714 31 Cash in Office and Bank, .
Agents’ Balances....................
613,741 88
36,823 80
Gross Assets, .................
..$9,400,347 23 Interest and Kents................
.. 677,519 49 All other Assets.....................
78.440 71
Deduct items not admitted,

IT’S

WE WANTERKNOW!

Springfield, Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923

Real Estate........................................ $ 350,000
Mortgage Loans................................ 2.469.170
Stocks tnd Bonds............................. 14.463,012
Cash in Office and Bank................. 2,793.521
Agents’ Balances.
2.011.623
Bills Receivable, ..
35.181
Interest and Kents,
204,396
All other Assets, ..
146.190

00
00
50
63
64
72
31
36

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
Real Estate........................ . ......... ..$ 715.165
Mortgage Loans............................ .. 2,016 8! 4
Collateral Loans........................... .. 162,750
Stocks and Bonds........................ ..15,949.115
Cash in Office and Bank............. .. 1,963,110
Agents’ Balances.......................... .. 2,960.193
Bills Receivable............................ .. 566,063
Interest and Rents..................... .. 206.179
Ail other Assets............................ .. 150,262

13
52
00
52
46
29
05
68
93

Gross Assets.............................. .$24,689,734 58
Deduct items not admitted, ... .. 536,766 86
Admitted, ................................
LIABILITIES DEC. 31
Net Unpaid Losses.....................
Unearned Premiums.....................
AU other Liabilities.....................
Casli Capital..................................
Surplus over all Liabilities.........

.$24,132,»6r T2
1923
,.»3,232,427
. . 12.79B.2H1
.. 569,099
.. 3,000.0(10
.. 4.553.159

17
7k
14
00
63

Total Liabilities and Surplus, . .$24.132,#67 72
Gross Assets, ..

.......... $22,473,096 16

WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
N«w Y.rk

Admitted........................................ $22,473,096 16

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1923
Mortgage Loans........................... .$ 187,360
Stocks and Bonds........................ . 8.948,265
in office and Bank............. . 2,342,740
Net Unpaid Losses, ........................ $1,482,921 21 Cash
Auents’ Balances.......................... . . 1.375,307
Unearned Premiums, .................... 11,792.082 98 Fills Receivable............................
21.543
78,969
All other Liabilities.......................... 747,000 00 Interest and Rents,..................... ..
Cash Capital..................................... 3,500,000 00
Gross Assets.............................. .$12,954,187
Surplus over all Liabilities.............. 4,951,091 97 Deduct items not admitted......... . 220,223

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923

Total Liabilities and Surplus, ..$22,473,096 16

ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY

Admitted, ................................
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,
Net Unpaid Losses........................
Unearned Premiums.....................
AU other Liabilities....................

$12,733,993
1923
.$ 946.219
. 6.846,924
296,243

00
91
34
76
80
32
13
76

37
59
04
93

New Yark. N. Y.

Su.rplu< over all Liabilities......... . 3.144,684 81

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1923

Total Liabilities and Surplus. . $12,733,963 37

Stocks and Bonds, ........................ $14,426,714 71 U. S. BRANCH NORTH BRITISH A MERCAN
TILE INS. CO.. LTD.
Cash in Office and Bank.................. 1,452,743 84
Agents’ Balances............................... 2.622,720 63 London and Edinburgh. Kingdom af Croat
Britain
Interest and Rents.............................. 183,262 31
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
All other Assets, ............................. 255,318 40
Stocks and Bonds...................... .. .$10,813,061 19
('ash In Office and Bank, .... .... 1,153.672 68
Gross Assets,
................ $18,940,759 89 Agents’ Balances...................... .... 1,688.893 70
Bills Receivable........................ ....
8,646 16
Irterest and Rents.................... .... 138,914 61
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1923
All other Assets, ..................... .... 125,326 68
. .$7,CIS,902 00
Net Unpaid Losses.................
Gross Assets.......................... ...$13,928,515 02
Unearned Premiums, ............
.. 6,024.802 87
96,600 51
.. 1.019,077 57 Deduct items not admitted, ..
All Other Liabilities...............
Admitted................................ ....$13,831,914 51
.. 1.003.000 00
Cash Capital, .......................
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1923
Surplus over all Liabilities,
...3,277,977 45
Net Unpaid Losses.......................... $_ 804,696 56
Unearned Premiums, ..................... 7,240,417 07
Totaal Liabilities and Surplus, $18,940,759 89 All other Liabilities......................... 603.051 48
( ash Capital...................................... 400,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities.......... 4,783,749 40
FIELD & COWLES, Managers,
.13,831,914 51
Boston, Mass.
Total Liabilities and Surplus,

We specialize in Automobile Insurance and will appreciate
the opportunity to explain to you the full coverage
we offer
~

